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Abstract

The aim of this work was to provide knowledge that can help to further develop the industrial wood drying process. Specifically, the focus was on the following tasks:

- To investigate methods of determining the average green moisture content (MC) of wood batches prior to the drying process.
- To investigate methods of improving the determination of the MC of individual boards after drying.
- To examine methods to decrease the energy expenses in industrial wood drying.

To determine the average green MC of batches, two different methods were investigated. The first method utilized three dimensional scanning together with discrete X-rays. By determining the green densities of the heartwood and sapwood separately, and assuming both a fixed MC in the heartwood and a certain relation between the heartwood and sapwood basic densities, the MC of the sapwood was determined. Of the investigated logs, 70% were correctly sorted into high or low MC groups. Unfortunately, the material used in the study did not contain any logs that exhibited significant drying of the sapwood, so the ability to identify that kind of log could not be investigated.

In the second method, the average basic density was estimated as a function of the log diameter, and the maximum error when calculating the average MC with a system determining volume and mass by other means was derived. The maximum error of a wood package with an average MC of 70% became as high as 14% MC, caused mainly by the variation in the basic density of the wood. The determination of the average MC of single packages was not therefore reliable, but the method could still provide valuable information about the average MC of a drying batch consisting of several packages, as well as providing an indicator of long-term MC trends.

In the investigation of methods to improve the MC determination of individual boards after drying, two other approaches were used. In the first approach, possible

---

1. With “green” the state of un-dried wood is intended.
2. With energy expenses the energy-related costs are intended, i.e. savings can be due to decreased total heat demand or by using a cheaper fuel type to generate the heat.
3. Basic density is defined as the dry mass divided by the fully swollen volume.
improvements by combining measuring techniques, i.e. X-ray, microwave and visual grading, were investigated. It was found that the proportion of boards for which the MC could be determined within 1% MC from the reference MC, determined by the oven-dry method, increased from 72 to 79% by adding X-ray to the microwave data. It was also found that the lowest visual grade had the highest proportion of boards with an assessed MC deviating by more than 1 percentage point from the reference MC assessed by the oven-dry method.

In the second approach, the possibility of increasing the measurable board width was investigated by introducing a function that compensates for the interference patterns caused by the closeness of a board edge. The function was developed through finite element simulations and it was shown that the measurable board width could be increased by approximately 32 mm, which can make a considerable difference when trying to detect a MC gradient, i.e. wet cores, as well as when wood of small dimensions is cross fed over the measurement device. The absolute magnitude of the improvement is however dependent on the measurement device, and it should not be considered as a general improvement.

Ways of decreasing a sawmill’s energy expenses related to wood drying were also investigated in two of the appended publications. In one of them, possible heat savings by introducing a new kiln layout were investigated. By installing a door between the two zones of a two-zone continuous kiln, it is possible to run the two zones at very different temperature levels. This makes it possible to dehumidify the air in the high-temperature zone through condensation and to reintroduce the latent heat of evaporation to the low-temperature zone of the kiln. In the investigated case, heat savings of roughly 30% could be achieved in comparison to a traditional kiln with no heat exchanger.

In the second publication, the airflow distribution in an industrial batch kiln as function of the air circulating fan speed was investigated. Although it does not affect the total heat demand to any great extent, the cost savings can be large due to the price difference between heat generated by electricity and heat generated by burning residuals, i.e. bark and sawdust. In the investigation, the air velocity was measured simultaneously at 20 positions through the load with the air circulating fans running at a number of different speeds. It was found that the airflow distribution did not change remarkably when the fan speed was altered. When the airflow had been measured at a certain fan speed, the effect of changing the fan speed could be estimated, within 10% of the measured value, by using the fan affinity laws.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Wood is a resource of great importance for the Gross National Product of many countries. For Sweden, with 57% of the land area classified productive forest and an annual harvest of approximately 80 million m³sk (Nilsson et al. 2014), wood has become one of the most important industrial sectors (Lundberg 2013). Of the total timber stock in the productive forest, Scots pine \( (Pinus sylvestris \text{ L.}) \) accounts for 39.2%, Norway spruce \( (Picea abies \text{ (L.) Karst}) \) for 41.5%, Birch for 12.0% and other species for the rest (Nilsson et al. 2014). Of the harvested volume, Scots pine accounts for 33%, Norway spruce for as much as 50% and other species for the rest (Nilsson et al. 2014). A natural result is that Scots pine and Norway spruce are the two species of greatest commercial interest.

Of the harvested forest, 45% of the volume is brought to sawmills as sawlogs. After all the process stages at the sawmill, the volume yield of sawn timber is 47% (Anon. 2015a). The single largest expense for a sawmill is the purchase of sawlogs, which probably accounts for more than 60% of the total cost (Lindholm 2006). To be able to sell the sawn timber at a high price on the global market, the sawmill companies must ensure that the final customers receive a product of an appropriate quality. Wood drying is one of the essential steps in the sawmill process where the quality parameters are considerably affected.

In the drying process, the freshly sawn timber, which contains a lot of water, is dried to a moisture content (MC) suitable for the intended end-use of the wood product. The drying process is the most time- and energy-demanding process at a sawmill and it also has a great impact on parameters that affect the selling price of the sawn timber. Such parameters are the MC distribution within single pieces of wood and between pieces of a whole batch, the stress distribution, colour, checks and distortion of the sawn timber.

In the last decades, industrial drying has made great progress through the increased knowledge and awareness of both sawmill managers and kiln operators as to how to operate a kiln to achieve the best drying results. The research and development performed by sawmills, kiln manufacturers, universities and institutes has also played

\(^{\text{m³sk- cubic metre standing volume, i.e. the stem volume above the stump including bark.}}\)
a major role in that progress. As a result, the kiln design, process control, and drying schedules have been considerably improved. The drying temperatures for example are in general at least 20°C higher today than they were in the 1970’s, implying faster drying, a reduced risk of checking and, most of all, less risk of mould growth (Belin et al. 1984, Wamming et al. 2003). There has also been a trend towards designing kilns with a higher capacity in terms of supplied heat, ventilation, water spraying and larger air circulating fans. In addition to the ability to achieve faster drying, this has also created a margin so that the complete kiln capacity need not be used during the entire drying process (Wamming & Persson 2010).

In process control, adaptive control systems have been introduced as an alternative to the traditional drying schedule (Larsson & Morén 2003). In such systems, the actual development of the climate in the kiln is fed back to the control system which in turn “adapts” to the current state. The idea of oscillating the drying climate (Samuelsson & Söderström 1991, Anon. 2015b), mainly to save energy but also to increase the drying quality, has also been revived. Models for simulating the drying process have been developed and improved and these models have proven to be a valuable tool to predict the outcome of drying in a given climate (Hukka 1996, Salin 2001, 2002, 2010). To predict the outcome with high accuracy as well as to determine a suitable drying climate throughout the process, it is important to supply the drying model with adequate input. As the kilns at sawmills usually have slightly different designs, and since their technical status also differs, a system that feeds back the drying outcome to the kiln operator is also valuable.

The main question in the development of drying technology today is how the drying process can be further developed by the application of new technologies, improved measurement techniques and simulators. The work presented in this thesis is an attempt to contribute, at least in part, to the further development of the drying technology.
1.2 Aim
The aim of this work is to provide knowledge that can contribute to the further development of the industrial wood drying process. The focus was more specifically on the following areas:

- methods to determine the average green MC in sawn timber batches prior to the drying process,
- methods to improve the determination of the MC of individual pieces of sawn timber after drying, and
- methods to decrease the energy expenses in industrial wood drying.

1.3 Objectives
The specific tasks selected for the work described in this thesis were:

- To develop and evaluate a model to estimate the green MC of sapwood in logs at the log sorting station using a three dimensional scanner and a discrete X-ray. The hypothesis was that by assuming a fixed MC in the heartwood of the log and a certain relation between the basic densities of heartwood and sapwood, the MC of sapwood can be determined. The method could be used to identify logs where the sapwood has started to dry. Such information would make it possible to adapt the drying schedule.

- To generate functions for the basic density of the wood as a function of the log diameter at two sawmills in Sweden and to investigate the potential of a method of estimating the green MC of wooden packages by predicting the basic density for a certain log diameter and measuring the sawn timber dimension and mass (or green density). The idea is that, with more reliable data on green MC as input to a drying simulation, the drying time and final MC could be predicted with greater accuracy. This would make the logistics easier and the final drying result would rely less upon the experience of the kiln operator.
• To investigate whether it is possible to improve the accuracy in the
determination of the MC of dried sawn timber by combining different
measuring techniques, i.e. X-ray, microwave and visual grading.

• To investigate the possibility of increasing the fraction of a board surface on
which reliable microwave measurements can be obtained by utilizing a
compensation function developed through finite element simulations. The
function compensates for interference patterns caused by the board edge and,
ideally, each measured quantity would appear as if it were collected from a
board with two infinite dimensions, i.e. width and length. The idea is that if the
measurable board width could be increased, a larger number of reliable
measurements could be obtained and the opportunity to detect MC gradients
would increase.

• To investigate potential heat savings by introducing a new kiln layout
consisting of a wall between the first and second zone in a two-zone
progressive kiln.

• To determine the influence of the air circulating fan speed on the airflow
distribution in a batch kiln. Because of the price difference between heat
generated by electricity and heat generated by burning the residuals, decreasing
the air circulating fan speed would decrease the sawmill’s costs but, if this
caused an uneven airflow distribution, it might result in an uneven drying
result (which should be prevented).

1.4 Limitations

All the work was carried out with a focus on the Swedish sawmill industry, and only
Scots pine (*Pinus sylvestris* L.) and Norway spruce (*Picea abies* (L.) Karst.) were
considered. The results and approach can, however, probably be transferred to other
species, if the relevant parameters of the specific species are utilized. The work also
has an industrial focus, where consideration has been given only to methods which
can be used at industrial production speeds in an industrial environment. The
collaboration with industries in the research, as well as the limited budget for
different projects also limited the chances of making a comprehensive study. As an
example, the airflow distribution was measured only in one batch kiln with its
specific design, so that it is not possible to draw general conclusions.
1.5 Outline

This work is a compilation thesis with six appended papers. In chapter 1, a brief introduction is given and the aim, objectives and limitations are stated. In the second chapter, the contents of the appended publications are placed in a wider context. Since each of the appended publications has its own introduction, materials and methods, results and discussion and conclusions, the reader is recommended to read these publications for more detailed information. Chapter three presents a discussion on a more general level. The main conclusions from the work are summarized in chapter four, and some suggestions for further work are presented in chapter five.

Of the appended publications, Publications I & II are related to the average green MC of wooden batches prior to the drying process, Publications III & IV describe how to improve the MC determination of individual pieces of sawn timber after drying, and Publications V & VI examine methods to decrease the energy expenses in industrial wood drying.
2 Industrial wood drying of Swedish softwoods

2.1 Overview of the sawmill process

Since there are almost as many different strategies for running a sawmill as there are sawmills, this section can only be a simplified and brief explanation of the sawmill process.

When the logs enter the sawmill, they are measured and sorted in the log sorting station, Fig. 1. Besides sorting with respect to species at sawmills utilizing more than one species, the sawmills commonly sort the timber into diameter classes and sometimes also according to length and quality. These classes are commonly denoted log-classes. To measure a log’s outer shape, an optical (3D-) scanner is commonly used and some sawmills also use X-ray scanners as a complement to make it possible to sort the logs according to their inner properties.

---

**Fig. 1. Overview of the process stages in a typical Swedish sawmill.**

In the sawing process, one log-class at a time is sawn into boards and the boards are then directly sorted according to cross-sectional dimensions. This stage is called “green sorting”. Some sawmills also sort with respect to other parameters such as heartwood content and grain deviation. When a sufficient number of boards are sorted into a group, they are stacked to form a package for drying, stickers being put
between each layer of wood (Fig. 2) to allow air to flow through the package in the drying process.

![Fig. 2. Stacking of a wood package, layer by layer, prior to drying. The dimensions of a package are commonly denoted width, depth and height.](image)

After drying, the stickers are removed from the packages and the sawn timber is transported through a final sorting station where visual quality or strength grading as well as length trimming takes place. In the final sorting, the boards are usually cross-fed at a production speed of the order of 200 pieces per minute. As the last step in the final sorting station, the sawn timber is collected into packages which are wrapped in plastic ready to be delivered to the customer.

### 2.2 Why drying wood?

The living tree contains a large amount of water which of course remains in the sawn timber when the log is sawn. To decrease the risk of biological decay, to improve the mechanical properties, to make the sawn timber dimensionally stable in its final use, and to decrease the density (and thereby simply prevent a lot of water from being transported back and forth), the sawn timber needs to be dried. Wood is also a hygroscopic material with an equilibrium MC (EMC) that depends on its surrounding climate (i.e. the weather conditions). The EMC is lower than the MC of a living tree (Tamminen 1962, 1964). Wood that is used in any application above ground, i.e. is not soaked in water, will therefore start to dry and sooner or later reach its EMC. The
question “why drying?” can therefore be reformulated as “why artificial drying?” Some of the reasons for artificial drying have been summarized by Esping (1992):

- In artificial drying, the kiln operator is in charge of the process.

- Artificial drying is faster than seasoning in the timber yard – i.e. the time from sawing to shipping can be weeks instead of months. This results in less restricted equity and a greater possibility of having a flexible and market-adapted production.

- Artificial drying works throughout the year – even when the outdoor climate is very humid or cold. This gives a more steady cash flow and reduces the need for sawmill storage area.

- Artificial drying considerably reduces the risk of mould growth.

- A low MC suitable for e.g. furniture production can only be reached through artificial drying.

- Artificial drying can reduce the number of checks and the distortion of the sawn timber.

### 2.3 Moisture in wood

The MC of a certain volume of wood is defined as the ratio of the mass of water in the wood to the mass of the dry wood:

\[
u = \frac{m_{\text{H}_2\text{O}}}{m_{\text{dry wood}}}
\]  

(1)

where \(u\) is the MC and \(m\) is the mass. Water in the living tree or in freshly sawn (green) wood can be found either as free water in the lumen or as bound water within the cell walls. A common approach, explained through different binding energies for water in the lumen and in the cell wall, is that the lumen is emptied before the bound water in the cell wall begins to leave the wood. The MC at which there is no water in the lumen but the cell walls remain fully saturated is called the fibre saturation point (FSP), and is usually stated to be 27-30% MC at room temperature (Kollmann &
Cote 1968, Esping 1992, Dinwoodie 2000). A basic sketch of water in a softwood lumen is given in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Schematic picture of water in a wood cell. To the left, the cell wall is fully saturated and the lumen is also entirely filled with water. In the middle, the cell is at the fibre saturation point, i.e. no water in lumen but saturated cell walls. To the right, the MC is below the fibre saturation point, the cell walls contain less water and have started to shrink.

The actual growth of a living tree takes place in the cambium, which is located between the xylem and phloem in the outer part of the stem, Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. A schematic representation of the wood macrostructure in the cross section of softwood.
The sapwood is the outer, newly generated part of the trunk that, in the living tree, contains some living cells, reserve material (e.g. starch) and the water-transporting cells. When a pine or a spruce tree grows older, there is no longer a need for the tree to use the entire stem for water and nutrient transportation from the ground, and heartwood begins to develop. Heartwood is the inner and central part of the trunk, and, in the living tree, it contains only dead and non-water-transporting cells, from which the reserve materials have been removed or converted into extractives. In the living tree, the MC is therefore much lower in the heartwood and it also shows less variation between different individuals than the sapwood (Tamminen 1962, 1964). This fact has been used for making a rough estimate of the basic density of the heartwood and the sapwood green MC, presented in *Publication I*.

**Publication I**

In the sawmill industry, the use of fixed drying schedules is very common. The result of this drying is normally satisfactory when the kiln operator is experienced and the sawn timber is normal with respect to green MC and basic density. However, when the properties of the sawn timber differ from the normal level, the choice of a suitable drying schedule to reach the target MC is often a problem. With better in-data of the properties of the sawn timber and utilizing drying simulators, it should however be possible to overcome this problem.

The objective of *Publication I* was to develop and evaluate a model to estimate the green MC of sapwood in logs at the log sorting station using a three dimensional scanner and a discrete X-ray. The work was done by utilizing data from the computed tomography (CT) scanned logs of the Swedish pine stem bank (Grundberg et al. 1995). The stem bank contains a total of 560 Scots pine sawlogs for which cross-sectional CT images are available every 10 mm within knot whorls and every 40 mm between knot whorls, giving a good knowledge of the green density of the logs. For each log, a reference value for the green sapwood density was calculated by taking the average over the sapwood in a knot-free cross-section taken approximately 400 mm from the log’s butt-end. In the stem bank, CT images of disks cut from the butt-end of each log and conditioned to 9% MC are also available. In these images, the average sapwood density was calculated to determine a reference value for the dry sapwood density.

The CT data of the green logs were also used to simulate industrial X-ray and 3D log scanner data. By assuming a fixed MC in the heartwood and a certain relation
between the basic densities of the heartwood and sapwood, the sapwood MC could be predicted. The predicted sapwood MC from the industrial data was eventually compared to the reference values measured directly in the CT images. An example of a CT image of a green Scots pine log is shown in Fig. 5. The figure shows how easy it is to distinguish between the heartwood and the sapwood in a CT image, as the green sapwood contains considerably more water; the higher the density the brighter is the picture.

![CT image of a green Scots pine log](image)

Fig. 5. Example of a computed tomography image of a cross-section of Scots pine. The blue-marked areas are used for measuring the density of a) heartwood, and b) sapwood.

Because none of the green logs in the stem bank exhibited any significant drying of the sapwood, the ability to identify such logs could not be investigated. However, the results were promising because it was possible to correctly sort 70% of the logs into either a high- or a low-MC group. Of course, there are sources of error in both the reference and predicted values. In the reference, the uncertainties are attributed to the actual MC of the conditioned disks, the volumetric swelling coefficient, the magnitude of the FSP and the difference in dry sapwood density between the butt-ends and at a distance 400 mm from the butt-end. To be able to compare the magnitudes of the errors in the reference and in the predicted values, the errors can be derived with aid of the final expressions for the MC. For the reference MC, this expression reads:
where $\rho$ is the density and the first subscript denotes the MC when the mass is measured and the second subscript denotes the MC when the volume is determined. $\alpha_{max}$ is the maximum volumetric swelling coefficient. With the assumption of independent variables, the propagation of errors was then estimated as:

$$
\Delta u_g \approx \sqrt{\left(\frac{\partial u_g}{\partial u_9}\right)^2 (\Delta u_9)^2 + \left(\frac{\partial u_g}{\partial \alpha_{max}}\right)^2 (\Delta \alpha_{max})^2 + \left(\frac{\partial u_g}{\partial \text{FSP}}\right)^2 (\Delta \text{FSP})^2}
$$

This equation was evaluated with the measured mean densities and the values for $\alpha_{max} = 14.2\%$ (Esping 1992) and FSP = 28\% (Kollmann & Cote 1968). The uncertainty in $u_9$ was assumed to be 1\% whereas the uncertainties in $\alpha_{max}$ and FSP were estimated to be 2\% in both cases (Tamminen 1962). This resulted in a rough estimation of the propagated mean error, $\Delta u_g$, of 3\% MC. The single largest error is however probably that associated with the difference in dry density between the butt-end and the wood at a distance of approximately 400 mm from the butt-end, where the green measurements were made. The magnitude of this error could not unfortunately be estimated due to a lack of data.

In the prediction, a small error is introduced when the industrial X-ray log scanner and 3D data from the stem bank are simulated. However, the largest error arises when an attempt is made to predict the dry sapwood density from the green heartwood density. Its magnitude can be estimated by considering the following expression for the sapwood MC:

$$
u_g\text{ sapwood} = \frac{\rho_{g,g\text{ sapwood}} - \rho_{0,g\text{ sapwood}}}{\rho_{0,g\text{ sapwood}}}$$

where

$$
\rho_{0,g\text{ sapwood}} = k \frac{\rho_{g,g\text{ heartwood}}}{1 + u_g\text{ heartwood}}
$$
where $k$ is the ratio of the basic density of heartwood to that of sapwood. By deriving the corresponding propagation of error formula and examining the variation in the heartwood MC and in the ratio of the heartwood and sapwood basic densities from the data published by Tamminen 1962, the error in the prediction was found to be approximately 25% MC. In this estimation, the error introduced when simulating the industrial X-ray log scanner data and 3D data from the stem bank was neglected.

The derived error can be compared to the root mean square error of 21% MC from the experimental data. This is shown together with the relation between the sapwood MC achieved by the CT images and the simulated 3D X-ray in Fig. 6. The derived errors are excluded from the figure for two reasons: firstly, its magnitude is based on data achieved by other researchers, and secondly, including the errors in the figure would have made it very difficult to read.

![Graph showing relation between sapwood MC](image)

**Fig. 6.** Relation between the sapwood MC achieved by measuring in the computed tomography pictures and from simulated 3D X-ray data.

As seen in Fig. 6, the sapwood MC varies a lot between different individual logs and the error in the estimation is large. The method can however still be sufficiently
accurate to find the average MC of large batches and especially to detect batches of pre-dried wood originating from a given harvesting area.

To justify sorting into different MC groups in the log yard (prior to sawing), each group has to be sufficiently large. In practice it might therefore be equally valuable information if the average MC of a batch were determined just prior to drying instead of at the log sorting. This approach would also have the benefit of including changes in MC that occur in the log yard and the fact that the exact position of the sawing pattern in the log does not need to be determined by simulations (i.e. the fraction of heartwood/sapwood in the boards which considerably affects their average MC).

An approach where the average MC of a whole wood package was considered was therefore studied in *Publication II*.

*Publication II*

The basic problem addressed in *Publication II* is the same as that addressed in *Publication I*, with the same objective of being able to estimate the green MC of sawn timber.

The fundamental assumption adopted in *Publication II* was that the basic density of the centre-yield boards could be estimated as a function of the log diameter with sufficient accuracy to make it possible to determine the MC by an additional measurement of the total mass. In this study, specimens from both Scots pine and Norway spruce were studied. The Scots pine specimens were collected at a sawmill in Northern Sweden, while the Norway spruce specimens were collected both at the sawmill in Northern Sweden and at a sawmill in Central Sweden. In total, specimens were taken on 64 different occasions over a time span of two years. On each occasion, 30 oven-dry specimens consisting of clean wood (i.e. no knots or resin pockets) were taken from three different packages. From each package, 5 specimens were cut approximately 40 cm from the butt-end of boards and 5 specimens were cut approximately 40 cm from the top-end of boards. In addition, the dimensions of each oven-dry specimen were measured with a calliper in order to be able to calculate the basic density of the specimen. On each occasion, the diameter interval of the log-class from which the sawn timber originated was also recorded.

Since it was found in *Publication I* that separate models needed to be developed to determine the relation between sapwood and heartwood basic density for butt- and upper-logs, this was also investigated in *Publication II*. Here, an analysis of
covariance of the basic density of Scots pine specimens taken from the sawn timbers butt- and top-end was carried out. The null hypothesis was that the estimated relationship between basic density and log diameter was the same, with $\alpha = 0.05$ as rejection criterion. The analysis showed that the null hypothesis could be rejected, i.e. that there was a statistically significant difference in the relationship of the two positions.

Figs. 7 and 8 shows the distributions of the basic density versus log-class diameter for the Scots pine top- and butt-end specimens respectively.

**Fig. 7.** Basic density of oven-dry specimens collected close to the top-end of the pine boards as a function of the logs’ top diameter. Since the log-classes are sorted into diameter groups, it appears as if only certain diameters are present. In the figure, the median values are shown as lines in the boxes and the boxes extend from the 25th to the 75th percentiles. The lengths of the whiskers are maximum 1.5 times the interquartile length and observations outside this range are represented by dots. In the figure, the regression line that minimizes the squared errors of all the observations is shown together with its equation. The calculated root mean square error is also given in the figure.
The deviation between the fitted line and the mean values of the basic density of each log-class in Fig. 8 can be explained by the different proportions of butt-logs present in each log-class. Especially the second and sixth log-classes from the left probably contained few butt-logs, since the sawmill from which the specimens were collected tries to exclude butt-logs from those two log-classes. When specimens are collected at the top-ends of the boards, there is not the same need to differentiate between butt- and upper logs since the specimens are in any case taken at least 3 to 4 meters from the trees stump.

The magnitude of errors in the estimated MC, was achieved by maximum error estimation. The analysis starts with the expression of MC as a function of the measured total volume \( V \), the mass of the package, and the estimated average density:

\[
    u(m, \rho, V) = \frac{m_{u} - \rho_{0,u} V_{u}}{\rho_{0,u} V_{u}} = \frac{m_{u}}{\rho_{0,u} V_{u}} - 1
\]

and differentiation of this equation gives:
In these equations, the index is omitted to prevent the equations from becoming confusing. Since the mass, volume and basic density all are positive numbers, Equation (7) was then rewritten to give the maximum error estimator:

\[
\Delta u \approx \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial m} \right) \Delta m + \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial \rho} \right) \Delta \rho + \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial V} \right) \Delta V = \frac{1}{\rho V} \Delta m - \frac{m}{\rho V^2} \Delta \rho - \frac{m}{\rho V^2} \Delta V. \tag{7}
\]

which shows that the error in \( u \) is proportional to the relative errors in the measured/predicted mass, basic density and volume. In addition, the equation shows that the error can be separated into two components: One component that increases in proportion to the MC and a second component that is independent of the MC.

The magnitude of the error depends on how the quantities are measured, but to obtain an idea of the total maximum error, a maximum relative error of 1% in the measured mass was assumed. This is a reasonable assumption if the mass is measured with load cells. The accuracy of each cross sectional dimension was assumed to be within 0.2 mm and the accuracy of the length was assumed to be within 3 mm. The maximum relative error in the volume for a package with small dimensioned boards (i.e. 28x100 mm\(^2\)) with an average length of 4 m is then 1%. The magnitude of the relative error in the basic density was determined by calculating the pooled estimator of the variance from all log-classes of top-end pine, butt-end pine and spruce at the given sawmill. Packages were then simulated by taking each board's basic density from a normal distribution with this variance. Each package consisted of only 100 different boards. The reason for this small number is that several boards are usually sawn from each log and the basic densities of boards originating from the same log are approximately the same. As an estimator of the maximum relative error in basic density, the maximum deviation between a single package and the total mean basic density was used. A total of 500 000 packages were simulated.

The square roots of the pooled estimators of the basic density variances were 30, 50, and 32 kg/m\(^3\) for top-end pine, butt-end pine, and spruce respectively at the sawmill in Northern Sweden, and 37 kg/m\(^3\) for spruce at the sawmill in Central Sweden. The corresponding maximum relative errors in basic density were 4, 6, 4 and 5%. The magnitude of the maximum relative error in basic density shows that it is not
necessary to invest in systems determining the mass and volume with extremely high accuracy.

If the green MC is approximately 70%, then the total maximum errors according to equation (8) become 11, 14, and 11% MC for respectively top-end pine, butt-end pine, and spruce at the sawmill in Northern Sweden, and 12% MC for spruce at the sawmill in Central Sweden. The corresponding maximum errors after drying to an average MC of 10% become 7, 9, 7 and 8% MC (n.b. these reported errors are in percentage points and not percentages of the mean MC).

To measure quantities such as basic density, dimension, positions, grades and so on, many different measuring devices are installed in a modern sawmill. Different devices have their pros and cons depending on the method which they use to determine a given quantity (Bucur 2003a, 2003b). One way to improve the precision of predicted values is to combine the measured quantities from several devices (Skog & Oja 2009). This is already implemented in many commercial measuring devices, but this approach could also combine measuring devices from different suppliers, provided that only individual data are collected and a new calibration is made for the combined data.

In Publication III the accuracy of MC measurements of dried boards was investigated by combining X-rays, microwaves and a visual grading.

Publication III
It is difficult to determine the MC of individual boards and many different measurement methods have been utilized (Vikberg 2010). If it were possible to determine the MC on individual pieces of sawn timber with high accuracy, the results could be utilized as valuable feedback to the drying process. For example, the MC distribution in the kiln could be used to indicate a possible reduction in the air circulating fan speed, and the MC distribution in individual pieces of sawn timber could be used to evaluate whether the conditioning phase at the end of the drying is sufficiently comprehensive.

The objective of Publication III was therefore to investigate whether it is possible to improve the accuracy in the MC determination of dried sawn timber by combining different measurement techniques, i.e. X-ray, microwave and visual grading.
The tested material consisted of 195 pieces of Scots pine. The pieces were divided into five different groups according to visual appearance. Typical characteristics of the five groups, denoted “Normal”, “Fine”, “Knot”, “Check” and “Defect”, are shown in Figs. 9-13 with three representative boards from each group. In the figures, only those parts of the boards from which data were collected (i.e., the centre 600 mm of the boards) are shown. Each of the five groups were conditioned to two different MC levels, and a calibration set was used containing a total of 45 boards with the same characteristics as the boards denoted “Normal”. The boards in the calibration set were conditioned to three different MC levels. To prevent any influence of the dimensions of the boards, all the pieces were planed to the same dimensions.

Fig. 9. Three characteristic boards from the group “Normal”.

Fig. 10. Three characteristic boards from the group “Fine”.
Fig. 11. Three characteristic boards from the group “Knot”.

Fig. 12. Three characteristic boards from the group “Check”. Because the checks are difficult to identify in the picture, they have been indicated with red lines.

Fig. 13. Three characteristic boards from the group “Defect”. Notice the grain deviation over large areas.
The microwave measurements were performed with equipment manufactured by Satimo using a frequency of 9.375 GHz, see Fig. 14. It was found that the edges of the sawn timber affected the results considerably, and the boards were therefore stacked close to each other. The outermost boards were only placed there as dummies to decrease the edge effects, and they were not included in the subsequent analysis of the measurement data.

![Satimo microwave equipment](image)

*Fig. 14. Satimo microwave equipment. The transmitting and receiving antennae and one of the supporting metal racks are marked in the figure. The outermost boards were only used to decrease the problem of edge-effects as addressed in Publication IV.*

The densities of the boards were assessed with a medical CT-scanner as described by Lindgren (1992). For the analysis, two different models were created, one utilizing only the microwave data and one utilizing both the microwave and the CT data. The results are summarized in Table 1 as the fraction of boards for which the difference between the assessed MC and the reference MC determined by the oven-dry method was less than 1% MC.
Table 1. Percentage of pieces for which the difference between the measured MC and the MC determined by the oven-dry method was less than 1 percentage point. In the header, the model in which only the microwave measurements were utilized is denoted mw, and the model utilizing both the microwave and CT measurements is denoted mw&CT. The superscript with a star refers to the same quantity but with the average group error subtracted from each single prediction, i.e. the best possible result with the actual calibration but with an optical device sorting it into the correct group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>mw (%)</th>
<th>mw&amp;CT (%)</th>
<th>mw* (%)</th>
<th>mw&amp;CT* (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knot</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All wood</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen that the absolute deviation in MC was less than 1 percentage point for a larger proportion of boards when the average group error was subtracted from each estimated MC value (columns denoted by "*"). This indicates some discrepancy between the boards used in the calibration and the boards used in the prediction, and it shows the difficulty of achieving a good calibration. It can also be seen in the table that it is more difficult to predict the MC of boards with a large amount of visual inhomogeneities, i.e. the group “Defect”, than that of more uniform wood, i.e. the group “Fine”. This is an interesting result, since the low grade of the “Defect” group also implies a lower quality demand in terms of MC.

The problem in resolving data in the vicinity of the board edges was solved in this work by placing the boards tightly together and discarding the data from the outermost boards shown in Fig. 14. The problem of collecting reliable data in the vicinity of the board edges was addressed in Publication IV.

Publication IV

In a real application at a sawmill, the determination of the MC of the dried board should be performed in the final sorting where the boards are cross-fed piece by piece at a high production speed. To be able to make as many reliable measurements as possible when the board passes a sensor, it is very important to try to minimize the influence of the board edges. The influence of the board edges also makes it more difficult to detect differences in MC between the outer parts and the core of the boards, i.e. wet cores.
The objective of the work described in *Publication IV* was to investigate the possibility of increasing the fraction of a board surface from which reliable microwave measurements can be achieved, by utilizing a compensation function developed through finite element simulations.

An abrupt change in the physical properties of an object often leads to problems in obtaining reliable data in this region. The border between air and wood is such a problematic area, i.e. the region in the vicinity of a board edge. This problem arises for several non-invasive measurement techniques. The influence of the board edge on an electromagnetic field can be visualized by comparing Figs. 15 and 16. The exact distribution of the electromagnetic field depends on the shape of the wood as well as on its dielectric properties, which depend in turn on a number of factors (Torgovnikov 1993), such as the wood’s MC, basic density, chemical content, grain direction and temperature. It also depends on the layout and frequency of the measurement device. Finally, the surroundings in which the measurement device is placed also affect the electromagnetic field. Figs. 15 and 16 should therefore only be considered as a basic illustration of a system such as the one investigated in *Publication IV*.

Fig. 15. Absolute magnitude of the electromagnetic field strength in the z-direction of a 12 GHz microwave system. The microwave transmitter is located at some distance outside the board (beneath the spot where the magnitude of the field is greatest) and it can be seen that the field is quite symmetric around the transmitter. The exact position of the board is marked in the figure.
Fig. 15 shows that the electromagnetic field is reasonably symmetric when the board is at some distance from the transmitting antenna. In Fig. 16, however, a couple of distinct fringes are visible when the transmitting antenna is located beneath the board but close to its edge.

Since the distribution of the fringes changes as the board moves over the transmitting antenna, the magnitude of the electromagnetic field at a receiving antenna located above the transmitting antenna was investigated as a function of the board position. The microwave system consisted of two horn antennae with a wooden sample placed in between. A schematic sketch of the whole microwave system is shown in Fig. 17.
Fig. 17. Schematic diagram of the microwave system used for measuring the effects of collecting data close to a board edge.

To localize the point of measurement, the system uses a scattering dipole with two crossed directions, Fig. 18.

Fig. 18. Scattering dipole to localize the point of measurement.
Nine pieces of well-conditioned wood representing three different basic density classes with three different thicknesses in each class were used to check the edge effects. Each piece was measured in steps of 2 mm as it was moved over the sensor head. The simulations of the measurement system were performed in COMSOL 4.0a and the magnitudes of the attenuation and phase shift in the two principal directions of the wood, i.e. along- and cross-grain were compared to the measured magnitudes.

By comparing the simulated with the actual measured data, it was shown that it was possible to enlarge the measurable width of a board by compensating for the differences in the vicinity of the board edge, see Fig. 19. The result is only valid for the specific device investigated in this work where the measurable board width could be increased by approximately 30 mm. For small dimension boards, this increase in the measurable board width can be of great importance.

![Fig. 19. Simulated and measured transmission and phase shift as a function of the distance between the board edge and the centre of the dipole. The figure shows the values achieved for one of the nine investigated boards.](image)

In Fig. 19, it is interesting to notice the correlation between the simulated and measured transmission and phase shift.
2.4 Heat and vent kilns

There are many different types of kilns for wood drying (Campean 2010). In Sweden, however, almost all the softwood lumber produced is dried in heat and vent kilns (Staland et al. 2002). These kilns are commonly divided into two groups, batch kilns and progressive kilns. In a batch kiln, the whole kiln is loaded with wood before the drying starts and the drying proceeds until it is finished. After drying, the whole kiln is unloaded and made ready for the next batch. A sketch of a batch kiln is shown in Fig. 20.

![Fig. 20. Cross section of a batch kiln.](image)

In a progressive kiln, drying is continuous, where a pile of green wood is loaded at the entry side of the kiln at the same time as a pile of dried wood is unloaded at the exit side of the kiln. Progressive kilns usually have one or two zones, although there are also kilns with more than two zones. The most extreme is the transverse continuous kiln which can be considered to have one zone for each stack of wood. Fig. 21 shows a two-zone progressive kiln with the airflow direction from the doorsides towards the centre of the kiln. This kiln layout is commonly denoted “Optimized Two-stage Continuous, OTC”-kiln.
A batch kiln with a sufficiently large capacity on the heating coils, air circulating fans and ventilation can handle a wide range of board dimensions, as well as initial and target MCs. The progressive kilns on the other hand are at their best if they are run with the same raw material to the same target MC all the time. The batch kilns are therefore better suited for products of small volumes. The continuous operation of the progressive kilns means, on the other hand, that they have the advantage of causing a more evenly distributed load on the boiler generating heat to the kiln, and a shorter payback-time on the installed heat recovery system. As the number of sawmills has decreased in Sweden while the average production of the remaining has increased in the last decades (Staland et al. 2002), a natural result has been that an increasing proportion of wood is being dried in progressive kilns.

Wood drying is the most energy-intensive process at a sawmill, where the main consumption is due to the large magnitude of the heat of evaporation, i.e. the amount of heat needed to evaporate water from the wood. To decrease the amount of energy needed to be added to the drying process, various heat recovery systems have been installed, and the concept of running kilns as clusters has been proposed (Esping 1982, Malmquist 1984, Elustondo & Oliveira 2006, Anderson & Westerlund 2014). In Publication V a new layout of a progressive kiln was suggested and its potential energy savings were investigated.
Publication V

The objective of Publication V was to investigate potential heat savings by introducing a new kiln layout consisting of a door between the first and second zones in a two-zone progressive kiln. The introduction of a door between the two zones makes it possible to run the two zones at very different temperature levels, which makes internal heat exchange through condensation of the moisture in the high temperature zone possible. A sketch of the suggested kiln layout is shown in Fig. 22. Since the intention is to dry the circulating air in the first zone through condensation, the ventilation is closed in this zone.

![Fig. 22. Modified optimized two-stage continuous kiln, cf. Fig. 21. A heat exchanger is installed to allow heat to be transferred from the first to the second zone (piping is represented by dotted lines). A door (represented by a dashed line) is also introduced between the two zones. This means that the two zones to be run at considerably different temperature levels (indicated by the lines for temperature drop across the load in the two zones).](image)

When dimensioning the kiln, it is important to consider the functionality of the kiln first and the potential heat recovery second. The dimensioning and drying results were simulated with aid of the commercial software Valusim, where the drying schedule for drying Norway spruce sideboards from an initial moisture content of 110% to a final moisture content of 17.4% was created according to the parameters reported in Table 2. The dimensions of the kiln were chosen so as to retain the possibility of running it without the door between the two zones. With the dimensioning of the kiln as stated and the temperature levels specified at values which ensure good drying quality, the exact magnitude of the recovered heat was determined.
Table 2. Ingoing parameters to the wood drying simulations. The reported “Air leakage” represents air passing the stack without actively participating in the drying.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Zone 1</th>
<th>Zone 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dry bulb temperature of the air entering the wood stack (°C)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet bulb temperature of the air entering the wood stack (°C)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circulating air (kg_dry_air/s)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of trolley positions</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air leakage (% of kg_dry_air/s)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air speed in sticker space (m/s)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sticker thickness (mm)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board thickness (nominal) (mm)</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board average length (m)</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package height (m)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package width (m)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package depth (m)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of packages on each trolley</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolster thickness (mm)</td>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Species</td>
<td></td>
<td>Norway spruce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood basic density (kg/m³)</td>
<td></td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drying time (h)</td>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial moisture content (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The resulting temperatures, moisture contents and heat demand of the drying simulation are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Results from the wood drying simulations. The reported temperatures are after mixing the air that passed through the packages with the air that passed the stacks without actively participating in the drying.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Zone 1</th>
<th>Zone 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dry bulb temperature of the air after passing the wood stack [°C]</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet bulb temperature of the air after passing the wood stack [°C]</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture content of the boards when exiting the zone [%]</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat demand [MW]</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Fig. 23.
Although the heat demand of zone 1 was 1.5 MW, only 1.4 MW was available for zone 2. The difference is explained by the air bypassing the wood packages and not participating in the drying.

Ideally, it should be possible to recover the heat demand of the first zone, caused by the evaporation of water from the sawn timber to the air, in the condenser of the first zone. If this is not possible, some of the moist air must be vented out and this means that the energy efficiency of the kiln will drop. If, on the other hand, the heat demand in the second zone is greater than that available from the first zone, additional heat will need to be added to the second zone, which also means that the energy efficiency of the kiln will drop.

If there is no ventilation in zone 1 and/or no additional heat sink is available, the ideal case would be to design the kiln with a slightly higher heat demand in the second zone. This design would give a high energy efficiency as well as some safety margins to prevent the process from becoming unstable.

It should also be kept in mind that the air circulating fans add some heat in the second zone, and this needs to be taken into account. In practice, some additional heat is also transferred between the two zones and between the kiln and the surroundings when the loading/unloading takes place. The heat transfer due to air leakage when the doors are open was not taken into account in the drying model, but the heat transfer for heating of the wood was taken into account.

In Fig. 23 the heat demand of the second zone is shown as a function of the outdoor temperature for different outdoor relative humidities.
Fig. 23. Heat demand of the second zone as a function of the outdoor temperature and the relative humidity of the outdoor air.

It is interesting to notice here how the heat demand of the second zone depends on the outdoor climate. The shape of the curves can be understood by recalling the curvature of the saturation vapour density curve, i.e. at low temperatures, the air can contain very little water vapour and its relative humidity does not affect the heat demand to any great extent. At higher temperatures, the influence of the outdoor air relative humidity is greater; so that the lower the relative humidity of the outside air is, the lower is the heat demand of the second zone, since a smaller amount of air needs to be vented to maintain the desired climate in the kiln.

The low drying temperature of the second zone in comparison to that of a traditional kiln means however that the ventilation demand will always be relatively high, so that the ventilation demand is also a limiting factor affecting the kiln working range. The ventilation demand of the suggested kiln design with different external relative humidities is shown in Fig. 24.
In the same way, the total heat demand of the second zone becomes larger than in a traditional kiln when drying at a lower temperature. It therefore becomes virtually impossible to save as much as 50% of the heat used in a traditional kiln.

![Ventilation demand of the second zone as a function of outdoor temperature with different external atmospheric relative humidities.](image)

Figs. 23 and 24 shows that the working range of the kiln is limited by both the heat demand and the ventilation demand of the second zone. The limitation due to too low a heat demand can be solved by installing ventilation in the first zone as well, but the limitation due to the need for large ventilation can only be solved by installing an additional condenser in the second zone or by increasing the drying temperature. Before any process parameters are changed, however, the drying quality and the capacity of the heat exchanger need to be taken into consideration.

At an outdoor climate of 0°C and 80% RH where the heat demand of the second zone is approximately equal to that which is available from the first zone, the total heat demand of the suggested system is roughly 1.6 MW. The heat demand for drying the same sawn timber in a conventional kiln was calculated by another simulation in the software Valusim, and the total heat demand in this simulation was roughly 2.2 MW. Of course, the temperature levels had to be adjusted in the two zones to achieve the
same drying rate since the air from the two zones is mixed in the intermediate zone. The total heat savings under ideal conditions was thus roughly 30%. The reason why the heat savings were not larger was the fact that the drying in the second zone is more energy efficient at higher temperatures (Salin 2001).

A more straightforward way to save money in the drying process is to reduce the speed of the air circulating fans. This can be done if frequency inverters are installed on the fan motors. In practice, this will not affect the total heat demand of the kiln, but since heat generated by burning residuals is usually much cheaper than heat generated by the air circulating fans, it leads to cost savings. Again, caution needs to be taken not to jeopardize the drying quality and, in practice, the fan speed can only be reduced in kilns which are over-dimensioned for a given load and drying conditions.

In wood drying, the circulating air has two purposes. First it acts as transport medium to transfer heat from the heating battery to the board surfaces where the water is evaporated, and secondly, it acts as transport medium for the moisture evaporated from the board surfaces to the ventilation. The airflow thus has a great impact on how the drying proceeds as the air flows through the wood stack (Ledig et al. 2007, Salin 2007).

Modern batch kilns are often dimensioned to be able to handle a flexible production, which means that they are dimensioned to dry thick centre boards as well as sideboards with a high initial MC. When thicker boards with a lower initial MC are dried and in the diffusion phase of drying, the fan speed can therefore be decreased, simply because the heat and mass transfer rate is lower. An uneven airflow distribution through the load can however result in an uneven MC distribution, and this should be avoided as far as possible. In Publication VI the question of whether the airflow distribution changes as a function of fan speed was therefore addressed.

**Publication VI**

Since it is normally more expensive to generate heat by electricity than by burning residuals, decreasing the air circulating fan speed would decrease the sawmill costs. An uneven airflow distribution might however result in an uneven drying result and the objective of this publication was therefore to study the influence of the air circulating fan speed on the airflow distribution in a batch kiln.
In this study, 20 hot-wire anemometers were distributed at different positions in an industrial batch kiln and the air velocity was measured for several different fan speeds with the aid of a data logger. The trial was performed twice with the anemometers in different positions, resulting in a large amount of data. The kiln contained 28 packages arranged in seven stacks with four packages in each stack. The size of each package was approximately 1.5x1.5x6 m³ (height x depth x width denoted as in Fig. 2). Each package contained 21 layers of 50 mm thick sawn timber of Scots pine. The layers were separated by 21 mm thick stickers and the packages were separated by bolsters with cross-sectional dimensions of 95x95 mm². The data were collected at a frequency of 1 Hz and the air circulating fans were run at the same speed for several minutes so that each reported air velocity is the average of approximately 400 data points.

The large amount of data made it possible to analyse and interpret the data in a number of ways. The average air velocity of the gauges placed in the centre of a package is shown in Fig. 25 for a number of different fan speeds.

![Graph showing air velocity profile as function of fan speed. Each line represents the measured mean air velocity of a gauge placed in the centre of a wood package. The wood packages were placed in different positions in the kiln.](image)

Fig. 25. Air velocity profile as function of fan speed. Each line represents the measured mean air velocity of a gauge placed in the centre of a wood package. The wood packages were placed in different positions in the kiln.
By comparing the range of air velocities for a given fan speed in Fig. 25, it can be seen that the air velocity is very different at different positions in the kiln. If, instead, the ratio of the air velocities at two different positions in the kiln is considered, it can be concluded that the airflow distribution does not change to any great extent when the fan speed is changed. This implies that, if the point with the lowest air velocity at a certain fan speed is located, this will probably be the critical point even at other fan speeds.

As it is time and labour demanding to perform industrial tests and since sawmills often have several kilns with slightly different designs, it is tempting to make all the simplifications and generalizations that are possible. One such simplification evaluated in this work was the first fan affinity law:

\[ Q \propto N \]  

(9)

where \( Q \) is the volumetric flow and \( N \) is the fan speed. With aid of this relationship, the mean air velocities of four gauges in stacks 2, 4 and 6 were estimated at air circulating fan speeds of 70%, 50% and 30%. In the estimation, the mean air velocity was assumed to be known from measurements with a fan speed of 90%. The results are summarized in Table 4.

Table 4. Measured mean air velocity of gauges placed in the middle of all the packages in stacks 2, 4 and 6 at four different speeds of the air circulating fan. The table also shows the mean air velocities at fan speeds of 30, 50 and 70% estimated by the first fan affinity law when the air velocity at 90% fan speed was assumed to be known. The bottom row shows the ratio of the estimated to the measured air velocity:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fan speed</th>
<th>30%</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>70%</th>
<th>90%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># stack</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{v}_{\text{meas.}} )</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{v}_{\text{est.}} )</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{v}<em>{\text{est.}} / \bar{v}</em>{\text{meas.}} )</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen on the last row in Table 4, the ratio of the air velocity estimated by the first fan affinity law to the mean air velocity measured with the hot-wire anemometer was close to 1.
3 Discussion

One of the research questions can be stated at a more comprehensive level than in the aim and objective as: Can an increased knowledge of the average green MC of a batch prior to drying actually be utilized to improve the drying process and its final result? To answer this question, a long-term evaluation needs to be performed rather than a mere claim that it is possible to determine the MC with a certain accuracy. It should also be questioned whether this is the only way this goal could be reached or if there are other, more efficient ways, such as improved adaptive control.

To achieve as much impact as possible from the work presented in this thesis, as well as in other similar theses, industrial implementation is important. Unfortunately, a lot of research is carried out without any close collaboration with industrial partners such as equipment suppliers or sawmills, and this reduces the chance of fast implementation. As an example, none of the work presented in this thesis regarding the determination of MC in individual boards after drying was performed in collaboration with any supplier of measurement devices. If the implementation of the ideas could lead to an increase in the accuracy of determination of the board MC, it would help the sawmills to be able to ensure the quality of their products. A lot of knowledge of wood drying could also be gained by relating the MC data to a certain kiln and position within the kiln. The feedback could for example be used to determine a suitable maximum reduction in the air circulating fan speed for each kiln and board dimension by considering the average MC of the batch as well as the MC of boards in different positions in the kiln. The data could also be used to tune the drying simulators currently implemented in the control systems of the kilns.

Another subject that deserves extra consideration is how stringent data in wood research should be analysed when the aim is to reach industrial implementation. Strictly speaking, the elimination of outliers in the data should be done with caution unless obvious mistakes have been made during the data collection. From a practical point of view, however, it might be better to have accurate models only for the majority of the boards since the individual boards with abnormal behaviour will probably end up in the chipper anyway. One method that could be utilized in this context is the determination of the Cook´s distance. This was investigated when the basic density was showed as function of the top diameter of the logs (Publication II), but it was found to have very little effect on that particular data set and it was excluded from the final analysis. In order to keep the cost at a reasonable level in
terms of labour and materials, it is also important to have an extensive plan when making industrial trials in wood research. With the large variation in properties between as well as within single trees, it is important to collect samples that are indeed representative of the true population. To be able to make a correct analysis, it can also be valuable to determine additional parameters such as the sample origin in terms of distance from the stump and distance from the pith.

To determine the properties of wood, several measurement techniques, devices and assumptions are often utilized, and it is always important to determine their contribution to the total error. This can be used as an indicator of how much it is worth to invest in increasing the accuracy of a certain parameter. One such example was found in *Publication II* where the variance of the sawn timbers basic density was much larger than the typical error in determining the mass or volume. The purpose of determining wood properties should also be considered when deciding the accuracy required in such a determination. In both *Publications I & II*, the accuracy of the MC determination was found to be low but it might still provide valuable information to the kiln operator, since large volumes are handled every day and the long-term trends of a certain product might be as interesting as the exact MC of a single package.

It is often difficult and time-consuming to calibrate a measurement device, especially if wood is utilized to perform the calibration, due to the large variation in parameters between individual boards. This was discovered in the work reported in *Publications III & IV*. As many devices depend on the dielectric properties of the wood, it would save substantial time, effort and money in the long run to perform an extensive investigation of these basic properties of wood. The result could be used to investigate the maximum theoretical accuracy of any new measurement device as well as to develop a calibration dummy with well-defined dielectric properties. This dummy, preferable made of some non-hygroscopic material, could later be used for a fast and reliable calibration of the devices.

Finally, in the pursuit to reduce the cost of drying sawn timber, it is important to keep in mind that poor drying quality can become very costly. When any major change is made in the drying process, its effects on the drying quality should therefore be thoroughly investigated.
4 Conclusions

**MC measurements as input to the drying process**
The estimate of the green MC of sapwood in logs could be used to correctly sort 70% of the logs into a low- or a high-MC group (Publication I). The uncertainty of single estimates was however large, indicated by a computed root mean square error of 21% MC. The method can still be sufficiently accurate for finding the average MC of large batches and especially for detecting batches of pre-dried wood originating from a given harvesting area.

It was found that there was a statistically significant difference in the relation between the basic density and the logs’ top diameter for specimens collected close to the butt- and top-end of Scots pine (Publication II). The derived maximum error in estimating the MC of a single package was also large, with errors of up to 14% MC at an average MC of 70%. Out of the contributing factors to the total error (which were the relative error in mass, volume and basic density), the large variation in basic density contributed most. It was therefore concluded that there is no reason to invest in systems to determine the mass and volume with very high accuracy. Due to the large magnitude of the maximum error estimator, the MC determination of single packages should be interpreted with care.

**MC measurements as feedback to the process**
The overall accuracy in predicting MC of dried boards is increased by combining microwave, X-rays and visual grading data in a single model (Publication III).

Simulation of a measurement system (Publication IV) was shown to be a valuable tool to understand and predict a system’s behaviour. By introducing a correlation function determined from simulations of the measurement system, the measurable board width could be increased, which makes it possible to achieve a larger number of reliable measurements as well as increasing the chance of detecting MC gradients, i.e. wet cores.
Internal Heat exchange during drying
By introducing a new kiln layout, a potential energy saving of approximately 30% was achieved (Publication V). The direct interaction between the first and second zones as well as the influence of the outdoor climate makes the design less flexible for handling a divergent production. The increased complexity in running the drying process with the suggested kiln design also means that a full implementation in the kiln control system is required to utilize its full potential.

Airflow distribution during drying
The air distribution did not change greatly when the fan speed was altered in the investigated kiln (Publication VI). It was therefore concluded that once the spot where the air velocity is lowest at a given fan speed is found, then this spot is where caution needs to be taken when reducing the fan speed. When applying the fan affinity law to estimate the air velocity at a reduced fan speed, the deviation from the measured air velocity was within 10%.
5 Future work

Measurement devices for estimating the MC prior to drying, as described in two of the appended publications, are already present in some sawmills. The next step will be to utilize the data from these devices in a long-term test to see how much the drying process gains by having this information. The collection of data prior to such an analysis would be simplified by first introducing traceable data throughout the process. This is partly installed in some sawmills but still not present over the whole production chain. By making it possible to collect traceable data from different measurement devices in a sawmill over a long period of time, it would also become possible to fully investigate the potential in combining quantities measured by different devices. The sawmills would also benefit if a calibration dummy for calibrating MC measurement devices were developed.

Although the suggested kiln design seems promising in terms of potential heat savings, a more thorough investigation is recommended prior to its construction. It is especially important to verify that the capacity of the heat recovery system becomes sufficient large. Furthermore, the kiln’s flexibility in terms of different board dimensions and wood properties as well as other drying climates must also be considered.

It would also be interesting to investigate the airflow distribution in a progressive kiln, since larger blow-depths are usually used in comparison to the investigated batch kiln and no reversal of the fan’s rotational direction takes place. In general, most of the research that has been done in the last decades focuses on batch kilns whereas progressive kilns are becoming more and more common. A good idea would therefore be to devote more research to the progressive drying processes.
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Abstract

Because today’s sawmill processes are not fully adapted to the variability of the raw material, it is crucial to sort sawlogs according to material properties in order to process the wood efficiently and to obtain high-quality end-products. One material property that could be used for sorting is the moisture content (MC) of the sapwood, an important parameter for both the processing and the end-products. Most sawmills use three-dimensional (3D) scanners to sort logs and some have also invested in X-ray scanners. Previous studies have shown that, by combining raw data from 3D and X-ray log scanners, green sapwood density and dry heartwood density in Scots pine sawlogs can be estimated. In this study, the method was used to estimate sapwood MC in green logs. It was found that the MC estimate could be used to separate the logs into groups with high and low MC, correctly classifying all logs with MC below 100% as low MC logs. Out of all logs, 70% were correctly classified. The MC estimate could also be compared to the dry density-dependent maximum MC and used to identify logs that have actually started to dry.

Keywords: 3D scanning, green density, log sorting, MC, Scots pine, X-ray scanning.

Introduction

Wood is a biological material with great variations in material properties between individual logs and within the same log. The wood industry of today deals with large volumes in an almost automatic process, which is not fully adapted to the variability of the raw material. Thus, the sawn wood also shows a great variability in material properties, and a large share of the production carries combinations of dimension and grade that do not meet customer requirements (Grönlund, 1992). To reduce the production of off-grade products, the sawlogs may be sorted according to specific material properties or predicted grade of the sawn goods before sawing. This enables the sawmill to saw each log into dimensions where the grade of the log is best utilized, thus improving the value of the sawn wood.

Sorting of logs or sawn goods according to certain material properties also helps the sawmill to adjust the process so that the wood can be processed efficiently and the highest possible quality of the end-products can be obtained. Heartwood content, wood density and sapwood moisture content (MC) are examples of properties important to the drying process. Boards with similar density and moisture-content distribution show similar behaviour during drying, and by sorting the boards according to these parameters before drying, well-adapted drying schedules can be constructed with respect to time, energy consumption and quality of the final products. If the initial MC in the batch is known, over-drying can be reduced when using fixed schedules, and the finishing time can be predicted more accurately when using adaptive schedules (Larsson & Mörén, 2003).

In the green sorting, heartwood content can be measured using, for example, laser systems (Oja *et al.*, 2006), and wood density and average MC can be measured using microwave scanning (Johansson *et al.*, 2003). Using these techniques, it is possible to sort the sawn goods with respect to drying...
properties. By this approach, however, the volumes sorted into each class is not known in advance, and consequently the production cannot be planned to achieve optimum filling in the kilns. To avoid this problem, it would be desirable to perform sorting based on drying properties earlier in the process at the log-sorting station.

In the log sorting, inner properties of logs such as heartwood content (Skatter, 1998; Oja et al., 2001) and density (Oja et al., 2001) can be measured using an X-ray log scanner. Most sawmills installing an X-ray log scanner already have an optical three-dimensional (3D) scanner present, and it has been shown that the combination of both scanners can be used to sort logs with improved precision (Skog & Oja, 2009). The combined 3D X-ray method has been used to measure heartwood diameter (Skog & Oja, 2009), green sapwood density and dry heartwood density in Scots pine sawlogs (Skog & Oja, 2010). However, so far no method for measuring MC in the log sorting has been presented. The hypothesis of this study is that it should be possible to use dry heartwood density to estimate the dry sapwood density, and that the dry and green sapwood densities can be combined to obtain the sapwood MC in the log. Sorting the logs based on this information would result in batches with more homogeneous material properties, which would be helpful when optimizing the processing of the logs.

The aim of this study was to develop a sapwood MC calculation model and to evaluate the feasibility of this method for the sorting of sawlogs.

Materials and methods
Calculation of reference values
The development of MC calculation algorithms requires a set of sawlogs with well-defined green and dry densities. In this study, the computed tomographic (CT) scanned logs of the Swedish pine stem bank (Grundberg et al., 1995) were used. The stem bank contains a total of 560 Scots pine sawlogs (165 butt logs and 395 upper logs), for which cross-sectional CT images are available every 10 mm within knot whorls and every 40 mm between whorls, giving a good knowledge of the green density in the logs. For each log, a reference value for the green sapwood density, \( \rho_{\text{g,ref}} \) was calculated by taking the average over the sapwood of a knot-free cross-section approximately 400 mm from the log end.

In the stem bank, CT images of discs cut from the butt end of every log and conditioned to 9% MC are also available. In these pictures, the average sapwood density at 9%, \( \rho_{\text{g,9\%}} \) was calculated and used to find a reference value for the dry sapwood density, \( \rho_{\text{d,0\%}} \).

This value was calculated using the relation between the density, \( \rho_{\text{g,ref}} \), at MC \( u \) and the dry density, \( \rho_{\text{d,0\%}} \):

\[
\rho_{\text{d,0\%}} = \frac{m_u}{V_u} = \frac{(1 + u) \cdot m_u}{V_u} = \frac{(1 + u)}{(1 + \alpha_u)} \rho_{\text{d,0\%}}
\]

where \( m_u \) is the mass, \( V_u \) is the volume, and \( \alpha_u \) is the volumetric swelling coefficient at MC \( u \). The swelling coefficient was calculated using:

\[
x_u = x_{\text{max}} \cdot u / w_{\text{FSP}} \text{ for } u < w_{\text{FSP}}
\]

\[
x_u = x_{\text{max}} \text{ for } u \geq w_{\text{FSP}}
\]

where \( x_{\text{max}} \) and \( w_{\text{FSP}} \) are the swelling coefficient and the MC at the fibre saturation point, respectively. The average values for Scots pine were used, \( x_{\text{max}} = 14.2\% \) (Esping, 1992) and \( w_{\text{FSP}} = 28\% \) (Kollman & Côté, 1968).

By inserting the reference values of the green sapwood density and the dry sapwood density in eq. (1) and using the swelling from eq. (2b), the reference value for the green sapwood MC \( u \) was found:

\[
u = (1 + x_{\text{max}}) \cdot \rho_{\text{g,ref}} / \rho_{\text{d,0\%}} - 1
\]

Prediction of sapwood moisture content using the 3D X-ray method
Industrial 3D and X-ray data for the logs were simulated from the CT images (Skog & Oja, 2010). The simulated data files were then combined using the 3D X-ray technique, and the average green sapwood density of each log was calculated as described by Skog and Oja (2010). The dry heartwood density 400 mm from the butt end of each log was also calculated from the combined data (Skog & Oja, 2010), and two linear models predicting the dry sapwood density from the dry heartwood density were developed, one model for butt logs and one model for upper logs.

Finally, a prediction of the green sapwood MC was calculated by inserting the average green sapwood density and the predicted dry sapwood density obtained using the 3D X-ray method into eq. (3).

Evaluation of results
A linear correlation between the predicted and the reference sapwood MCs was developed and predictability (\( R^2 \)) and root mean square error (RMSE) were calculated. A threshold value at 145% predicted MC was used to separate the logs into two groups with lower and higher MC, respectively. Calculated MCs were also compared to the theoretical maximum MC for saturated wood (Esping, 1992):
where $\rho_{0,a}$ is the dry mass divided by the green volume. Using eqs (1) and (2b), $\rho_{0,a}$ was expressed in terms of the dry density, $\rho_{0,c}$:

$$\rho_{0,a} = \rho_{0,c} / (1 + s_{\text{max}})$$

valid for MCs above the FSP. The average value of the swelling coefficient at fibre saturation was used, $s_{\text{max}} = 14.2\%$.

Results

For all 560 logs, the green density of the sapwood was predicted with a precision of $R^2 = 0.65$ and RMSE = 25 kg m$^{-3}$ (Figure 1). The dry density of the sapwood was predicted with a precision of $R^2 = 0.47$ and RMSE = 43 kg m$^{-3}$ for 553 (98.8%) of the logs (Figure 2). The seven logs that failed prediction were all large butt logs. When combining the predicted green and dry sapwood densities, the sapwood MC could be calculated with a precision of $R^2 = 0.29$ and RMSE = 21% (Figure 3).

The result when using the predicted MC to separate the logs into two groups is shown in Figure 4. The separation between the two groups is not very clear, but all logs with MC below 100% were correctly classified as dry logs. Out of all logs, 70% were correctly classified.

If the MC is plotted against the dry density (Figure 5), it can be seen that most of the observed variation in MC is caused by the varying dry density of the logs. The MC follows a curve of the same shape as the theoretical maximum value (eq. 4), as shown by the solid line in Figure 5.

By comparing the calculated MC to the theoretical maximum, it should be possible to identify logs that have low MC due to drying of the sapwood. Figure 6 shows the ratio between calculated MC and maximum MC. The reference ratio measured in the

$$\rho_{0,a} = \frac{1560 \text{ kg m}^{-3} - \rho_{0,c}}{1.56 \cdot \rho_{0,c}}$$

(4)
CT images could be predicted with a precision of $R^2 = 0.39$ and RMSE = 0.036.

**Discussion**

For Swedish sawmills, measurement of the sapwood MC would be most useful during periods when the logs may have been stored for extended periods in the forest, e.g. in spring. When the frost goes out of the ground, the roads become very soft and logs may have to be stored *in situ* for several weeks after felling until transport to the sawmills is possible. Because the logs start to dry immediately after felling, sapwood MC may vary significantly between individual logs upon arrival at the sawmill gates, depending on storage time and conditions. This predrying of the logs affects the drying properties of the sawn goods, and many Swedish sawmills need to alter their drying schedules during springtime to avoid problems with cracks and large standard deviations in the final MC. When performing this adjustment of the drying schedules, it would be of great advantage if the raw material could be sorted into batches according to the amount of predrying.

The method developed in this study offers a way of estimating the sapwood MC in sawlogs as they arrive at the log-sorting station. The RMSE of the sapwood MC estimate in the logs, 21.4% (Figure 3), is...
significantly larger than the RMSE obtained when using the alternative method, measurement of the MC in green boards using a microwave scanner (15.9%) (Johansson et al., 2003). However, sorting of logs rather than boards is desirable because it facilitates planning of the production towards batches of optimum size for the kilns. In addition, for sawmills that decide not to sort the logs according to MC, a continuous measurement of the sapwood MC in the arriving logs would be of value, as it provides an important indication about when it is time to start adjusting the drying schedules.

In most of the logs, the predicted and reference values of the green sapwood density follow a linear correlation (Figure 1). For two of the logs, however, the green sapwood density in the reference cross-section is much lower than the predicted log average. This is probably caused by a local drying of the log around the reference cross-section. These two logs are also seen as outliers in Figure 6, with reference values below 0.6.

When predicting the dry sapwood density (Figure 2), seven (1.2%) of the logs failed prediction. These were all large butt logs, which was expected, because for very large diameters, the X-ray signal becomes too weak to be detected. In this study, the dry sapwood density was predicted from the dry heartwood density using linear correlation. Because this relation varies between butt logs and upper logs, two separate correlations were used. For the reference data used in this study, the predictability between dry heartwood and dry sapwood densities was found to be $R^2 = 0.57$. The dry heartwood density, in turn, can be predicted with $R^2 = 0.83$ using the 3D X-ray technique (Skog & Oja, 2010). This means that most of the observed uncertainty in predicting the dry sapwood density ($R^2 = 0.47$) is due to the poor predictability between the dry heartwood and the dry sapwood densities.

When combining the predicted green and dry sapwood densities to find the sapwood MC, the predictability of the reference values was found to be quite low ($R^2 = 0.29$, RMSE = 21%) (Figure 3). Here, it should be noted that the reference values themselves contain some uncertainty. This is primarily because the reference MC was calculated by comparison of the dry density at the butt end and the green density 400 mm from the butt end. Dry CT images were only available at the butt end, but owing to local drying at the log ends, the green density reference could not be taken at the same position. Instead, a position 400 mm from the butt end was chosen for the green CT images to avoid the log end drying, but still to be as close to the end as possible. By choosing this position, the impact of local dry-density variations was minimized. However, especially for butt logs, there may still be a considerable dry density variation over the distance of 400 mm, causing some uncertainty in the reference values used.

The predicted MC was calculated by comparison of a dry sapwood density prediction evaluated 400 mm from the butt end of the log and the average green sapwood density of the whole log. The average sapwood density of the log was used because it was found to be the best available estimate of the green sapwood density 400 mm from the log end. This means that the prediction model tries to predict the average MC in the region around 400 mm from the log end, whereas the reference value is a mixture of two local values taken 400 mm apart. Thus, local variations at the log ends in both dry density and MC contribute to the uncertainty in the prediction of the sapwood MC presented in Figure 3.

Because the correlation between predictions and CT reference values is rather low, the method needs to be verified experimentally. If the green and dry reference densities were calculated for the same piece of wood, the MC references would be more precise, and so the actual amount of uncertainty in the predictions could be determined. Furthermore, testing the method on industrially scanned logs would show that the method is also applicable under industrial conditions.

Because the logs used in this study were all scanned directly after felling, the logs had not dried out, and most logs had an MC around the threshold value of 145% that was used for separation of the logs into groups in Figure 4. Thus, the separation between the two groups was not very clear. Figure 5 shows that most of the observed variation in MC was caused by varying dry density of the wood and not by drying of the logs. This means that sorting of the logs by MC, as illustrated in Figure 4, is not a good way to find logs that have low MC due to drying of the sapwood. Instead, the calculated MC could be compared to the theoretical maximum given by eq. (4), as shown in Figure 6. Comparing calculated and maximum MCs could prove to be a very useful way of identifying logs that have been stored for a long time before arrival at the sawmill. A proper evaluation of this method would require testing on a more diverse population of logs, containing both logs with full sapwood MC and logs with reduced sapwood MC.

In conclusion, by combining 3D and X-ray scanning in the log-sorting station, it is possible to measure the green sapwood density and to estimate the dry sapwood density and, accordingly, the MC in Scots pine sawlogs. Because the correlation with CT reference values is quite low and the reference itself contains some uncertainty, experimental verification of the simulation results is needed.
The MC estimate could be used to separate the logs into two groups with high and low MC, correctly identifying all logs with low MC as dry logs. Out of all logs, 70% were correctly classified. The estimate can also be compared to the dry density-dependent maximum MC and used to identify logs that have actually started to dry. However, this approach needs to be evaluated for a population of dry logs, because most logs in this study were of full MC.
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Abstract

In this work, a setup with a device measuring the mass of wood packages is examined as an aid to estimate the average moisture content of wood packages. As the basic density needs to be presumed in the setup, an estimator of the basic density as function of log diameter is determined for Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst) and Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris). In total 1920 specimens were collected at two different sawmills and analysed for this purpose. Specimens collected at the butt-end of pine had the greatest variation in basic density and it is recommended that they should be omitted when sawmills create their own functions for basic density estimation. Furthermore, the variation in basic density was shown to have the greatest impact on the estimated moisture content. A maximum error estimator of the moisture content became 14 % at a moisture content of 70 % and 9 % at a moisture content of 10 %. It was therefore concluded that the described method should not be used to estimate the moisture content of packages after drying but can serve as a valuable indicator of average green moisture content of a drying batch.

Keywords: Wood drying, Sawmill, Scots pine, Norway spruce, Load cells.
Introduction

In the Nordic Countries, the two species of the greatest commercial interest are Scots pine (*Pinus sylvestris*) and Norway spruce (*Picea abies (L.) Karst*). When they grow mature, heartwood is formed in the centre of the trunk which does not actively take part in the water transport in the stem (Taylor et al. 2002). The heartwood therefore dries out and the moisture content (MC) of heartwood in a green tree is in the range of 30 to 50% whereas the MC in the sapwood is in the range of 100 to 200% for pine and spruce species (Tamminen 1962, 1964).

Since wood is a hygroscopic material, the MC of the sawn timber will be in equilibrium with its surrounding in the final use. For timber that shall be used in a dry indoor climate this implies around 8% MC and for timber used in constructions around 18% MC (Skaar 1988). It is also well known that wood shrinks when it dries to MC below the fibre saturation point and that the shrinkage is anisotropic. The result of further processing such as planning and gluing is also correlated to the MC of the timber. Consequently, the MC level of the sawn timber is one of the parameters that sawmills want to ensure their customers.

Today, all sawmills of reasonable size dry their timber in air circulating kilns (Staland et al. 2002). If it was possible to provide the kiln with the same raw material and keep the drying process exactly at a predefined schedule the outcome would always be the same. This is, however not the case, caused both by variations in the ingoing wood parameters as well as process disturbances. The single largest factor affecting the average MC of the sawn timber is the heartwood-sapwood ratio due to their different green MCs. It is also well known that the drying rate of sapwood is much higher than of heartwood and in a drying process they will eventually reach the same MC. Salin (2002a) shows that this occurs at roughly 12% MC for Scots pine with average basic density of 430 kg/m$^3$ and a standard deviation in basic density of 30 kg/m$^3$. Knowing the exact MC distribution of a drying batch or the average MC with high accuracy is therefore not important for the kiln operator. In the late spring and early summer, bad carrying capacity of many forest roads together with a dry outdoor climate can however result in a major pre-drying of the sapwood in whole drying batches.

Persson and Andersson (2014) measured average MC of freshly sawn timber batches of the same product ranging between 64% and 82% with the lowest values during the summer. They also showed by simulations that the corresponding difference in drying time to reach a final MC of 18% would be approximately 11 hours. Due to the relatively low drying rate in the diffusive regime, a few hours more or less in drying time will not affect the average final MC to a great extent. Drying to a lower MC than the target, nevertheless always represents a waste of energy and drying capacity and increase the distortion of the wood. In later production steps, when sawn timber from different drying batches are mixed, the total MC variation will also increase even if the single drying batches have only slightly different average MCs. As sawmills usually have a large number of drying kilns, even small improvements in each drying process also sum up to a major improvement in terms of drying capacity.
The extensive pre-drying of the sapwood that sometimes occurs causes problems for the kiln operators to hit the designated final MC. To stop the kiln and make an extra check with a resistive meter to determine if the target MC is reached is a possible solution but demands extra labor hours and results in decreased drying capacity. More information of the drying batch which can help the kiln operator to make the right decisions is therefore desirable. Numerous ways to provide the kiln operators with data to help them control the drying process and reach the designated final MC has been developed and tested out in the industry. Some methods are based on estimating the wood MC from measurements such as the following (Flotaker and Trondstad 2000, Vikberg 2012):

- load cells weighting whole stacks both prior, during, and after drying
- measuring the height of the packages during drying, which is correlated to the MC through the shrinkage
- resistive measurement of the MC on a few boards per batch during drying
- capacitive measurements of the batch during and after drying

Other methods are based on computer simulation software – offline to create fixed schedules or online to adjust adjacent climate (Hukka 1996, Salin 2002b, Salin and Wamming 2008). Measurement systems that have to be implemented in each one of the kilns imply a large investment and increased demand of maintenance. One single computer can, however, be used to run all the drying simulations at a sawmill. To get a reliable result from the simulation software it is important to provide it with the correct input data in terms of species, basic density, MC, volume and kiln characteristics. Out of this, the basic density and MC are the two most difficult parameters to estimate.

Earlier work suggested extracting this information out of X-ray data from the log sorting station (Skog et al. 2010). However, if the sorted logs stay long in the log yard before they are sawn, then they will become pre-dried and the MC measured in the log sorting station will be outdated. This problem is possible to overcome by instead installing the measuring device in the green sorting. Another problem is that X-ray devices working with only one energy level lack the possibility to distinguish between wood and water substance. This could be potentially solved by using dual-energy X-ray devices (Tanaka and Kawai 2013), but the reported measurement duration with existing dual-energy X-ray systems is too long for the method to be implemented online in a sawmill (Hultnäs and Fernandez-Cano 2012, Tanaka and Kawai 2013).

If the volume of the timber and its basic density is known, then the MC could instead be measured by utilizing a balance or a single-energy X-ray. Today the volume is commonly well defined by a supplementary measuring device, thus the problem reduces to measure or estimate the wood’s basic density.

The aim of this study is therefore to generate functions for the wood basic density at two sawmills in Sweden. An extensive discussion is also given regarding sources of errors and their magnitude in a setup for utilizing a balance or a single-energy X-ray to estimate the average MC of a wood package.
Material and Methods

Material preparation
In this study center yield from Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) and Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst) logs were considered. Specimens were collected at two different sawmills, one located in Northern Sweden (hereafter denoted sawmill 1) utilizing both pine and spruce and one in Central Sweden (hereafter denoted sawmill 2), utilizing only spruce. Specimens were collected at 64 occasions over a time span of two years. At each occasion, 30 oven-dry specimens were collected according to the standard SS-EN 13183-1 from three different packages. From each package, five specimens were taken approximately 40 cm from the boards' butt-end and five specimens were taken approximately 40 cm from the boards' top-end. In addition, the dimension of each oven-dry specimen was measured with a caliper for making determination of specimens' basic density \( \rho_{\text{v,\theta,\theta,\theta,\theta}} \) possible. To ensure high production and high volumetric yield in the sawing process, the logs are presorted in different log-classes according to the logs top diameter. The sawmill then run one log-class at the time, which implies that all specimens collected at a certain occasion originated from the same log-class. The log-class and its corresponding log diameter interval were therefore also recorded.

Basic density analysis
A fundamental assumption throughout this work was that the basic density for a certain log-diameter and species does not vary significantly over the year for trees originated from the same growth area, i.e. the timber supply area of a certain sawmill. Under this assumption, linear equations of the basic density as function of log diameter were determined for the two sawmills. The basic density of the oven dry specimens was utilized in the analysis in which the following steps were taken:

- Data was examined for explainable outliers caused by error in the measurements.

- A Lilliefors test was performed with the null hypothesis “the sample originated from a normally distributed population”. In the analysis, specimens from each log diameter were considered as sampled from their own distribution. Butt- and top-end specimens were also treated separately for further examination of differences in mean basic density. As rejection criteria, \( \alpha=0.05 \) was used. As tests for normality are quite strict, histograms were used as a complement to judge if normality could be assumed.

- A two tailed t-test was performed to compare the mean value of the butt- and top-end samples of each log-class. The variances were assumed to be unknown and not necessary equal. As a rejection criteria, \( \alpha=0.05 \) was used.

- Linear regression was performed and the root mean square error (RMSE) of the model was calculated.

- An analysis of the covariance of the basic density of butt- and top-end samples for pine was performed with the null hypothesis that the estimated relation with the log diameter was the same. \( \alpha=0.05 \) was used as rejection criteria.
**Error estimation**

The magnitude of errors in the estimated moisture content, \((u)\) was achieved by maximum error estimation. The analysis start with the expression of \(u\) as a function of the measured total volume \((V)\), the mass \((m)\) of the package, and the estimated average basic density \((\rho)\):

\[
u(m, \rho, V) = \frac{m - \rho V}{\rho V} = \frac{m}{\rho V} - 1
\]  

Equation 1 was then differentiated:

\[
\Delta u \approx \left(\frac{\partial u}{\partial m}\right) \Delta m + \left(\frac{\partial u}{\partial \rho}\right) \Delta \rho + \left(\frac{\partial u}{\partial V}\right) \Delta V = \frac{1}{\rho V} \Delta m - \frac{m}{\rho^2 V} \Delta \rho - \frac{m}{\rho V^2} \Delta V
\]  

By using the fact that the mass, volume and basic density all are positive numbers and some algebra, Equation 2 was then rewritten to form the maximum error estimator:

\[
|\Delta u|_{\text{max}} \leq (u + 1) \left(\frac{|\Delta m|_{\text{max}}}{m} + \frac{|\Delta \rho|_{\text{max}}}{\rho} + \frac{|\Delta V|_{\text{max}}}{V}\right)
\]  

Equation 3 shows that the error in \(u\) is proportional to the relative errors in the measured/predicted mass, basic density and volume. In addition, the equation shows that the error can be separated in two components: One component that increases proportionally to \(u\) and a component that is independent of \(u\).

The magnitude of the error depends on how the quantities are measured but to get an idea of the total maximum error, a maximum relative error of 1 % of the measured mass was assumed. This is a reasonable assumption if the mass is measured with load cells. The accuracy of each cross sectional dimension was assumed to be within 0.2 mm and the accuracy of the length to be within 3 mm. The maximum relative error in the volume for a package with small dimensional boards (i.e. 28x100 mm²) with an average length of 4 m then becomes 1 %. The magnitude of the relative error in basic density was achieved by first calculating the pooled estimator of the variance (Montgomery et al. 2004) of the basic density from all log-classes of top-end pine, butt-end pine, spruce at sawmill 1, and spruce at sawmill 2 respectively. Packages were then simulated where each boards basic density was taken from a normal distribution with this variance. Each package consisted of only 100 different boards. The reason for this small number is that several boards are usually sawn out of each log and the basic density of boards origin from the same log is similar. As an estimator of the maximum relative error in basic density, the maximum deviation between a single package and the total mean basic density was utilized. In total 500000 packages was simulated.
Results and Discussion

Basic density

Out of the total number of specimens, no explainable outliers were found despite the spread was large. The Lilliefors test resulted in a rejection of the null hypothesis for 7 samples out of 60 (i.e. 30 different log-classes with the butt- and top-end samples analyzed separately). The samples for which the null hypothesis was rejected were examined with aid of histograms and it was found that the assumption that each of the specimens were collected from a normal distribution seemed reasonable.

Considering differences in basic density between butt- and top-end samples, the null hypothesis that there was no difference in the mean value could be rejected for only 4 out of 20 log-classes of spruce and 8 out of 10 log-classes of pine. Due to the result of the t-test, it was reasonable to make no distinction between butt- and top-end samples for spruce but to treat butt- and top-end samples from pine separately. A Lilliefors test was performed on the spruce samples after merging the butt- and top-end samples together, and the null hypothesis was rejected for 5 out of 20 samples. The samples for which the null hypothesis was rejected were examined with aid of histograms and it was reasonable to assume that the butt- and top-end samples were collected from the same distribution.

Box plots, together with linear regressions and the RMSE are shown in Figure 1-4. The large RMSE indicates the importance of collecting a large number of specimens to determine an accurate function for estimating the basic density.

Figure 1. Box plot and linear regression for Pine basic density samples collected at the top-end of the boards. The linear equation and the root mean square error are shown in the figure. The boundaries of the box are the 25th and the 75th percentile and the line in the box is the median value. The maximum length of the whisker is 1.5 times the interquartile range and observations outside this range are represented by a dot. This is also what is shown in Figure 2 to Figure 4.
Figure 2. Box plot and linear regression for Pine basic density samples collected at the butt-end of the boards.

Figure 3. Box plot and linear regression for Spruce basic density samples collected at sawmill 1.
Figure 4. Box plot and linear regression for Spruce basic density samples collected at sawmill 2.

By comparing Figure 1 and 2, it can also be seen that butt-and top-end specimens from pine behave differently. A possible cause is that some of the butt-end specimens originated from the trees’ butt-logs (i.e. if they were cut from the first log of the tree). Top-end specimens are on the other hand always cut at some distance from the butt-end of the living tree (i.e. at least one log-length). This affects basic density as it is well known that pine has their largest amount of extractives in the butt-end of the tree (Tamminen 1962). A further complication was caused by the fact that sawmill 1 tries to sort log-classes excluding the trees’ butt-logs for some diameter intervals. In Figure 2, log-classes where sawmill 1 excluded trees’ butt-logs are the 2nd and 6th log-classes counting from the left. Depending on how successful this sorting was, the proportion of butt-logs differed in these log-classes, as well as in the log-classes in which butt-logs otherwise is sorted (i.e. a mixed log-class in which the butt-log is sorted if it is classified as not being a butt-log). As the butt-log always has larger diameter than the subsequent logs from the same tree, the largest diameter log-classes will also contain a higher proportion of butt-logs. One solution could be simply excluding the butt-end specimens and using only top-end specimens for measurements. This, however, would be wrong from a drying point of view. We therefore recommend to develop functions for estimating basic density for pine from specimens cut at the top-end of the boards, but then to add a “butt-log fraction” adjusting for the amount of higher density wood in the package. The null hypothesis that there were no differences in the linear regressions for pine butt- and top-end samples was also rejected in the analysis of covariance.

Estimation of moisture content and errors

The square root of the pooled estimator of the basic density variance calculated with the values presented in Table I to IV became 30, 50, 32, 37 kg/m³ for top-end pine, butt-end pine, spruce at sawmill 1, and spruce at sawmill 2 respectively. The corresponding maximum relative error in basic density became 4, 6, 4 and 5 %. The magnitude of the maximum relative error in basic density shows that there is no reason to invest in systems determining the mass and volume with extremely high accuracy.
If the green MC is approximately 70 %, the total maximum error according to Equation 3 thereby become 11, 14, 11, and 12 % MC for respectively top-end pine, butt-end pine, spruce at sawmill 1, and spruce at sawmill 2. The corresponding maximum errors after drying with an average MC of 10 % become 7, 9, 7 and 8 % MC (n.b. this reported errors are in percentage-units and not a percentage of the mean MC).

Table I. Pine top-end specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log top diameter (mm)</th>
<th>136</th>
<th>148</th>
<th>158.5</th>
<th>177</th>
<th>190.5</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>247</th>
<th>263</th>
<th>278</th>
<th>370</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of specimens</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Av. basic density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. basic density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Pine butt-end specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log top diameter (mm)</th>
<th>136</th>
<th>148</th>
<th>158.5</th>
<th>177</th>
<th>190.5</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>247</th>
<th>263</th>
<th>278</th>
<th>370</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of specimens</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Av. basic density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. basic density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III. Spruce specimens from sawmill 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log top diameter (mm)</th>
<th>144.5</th>
<th>155.5</th>
<th>162</th>
<th>171</th>
<th>178</th>
<th>185.5</th>
<th>197.5</th>
<th>208</th>
<th>214.5</th>
<th>222.5</th>
<th>234</th>
<th>273</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of specimens</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Av. basic density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. basic density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV. Spruce specimens from sawmill 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log top diameter (mm)</th>
<th>172.5</th>
<th>185.5</th>
<th>205</th>
<th>218</th>
<th>228</th>
<th>236</th>
<th>262</th>
<th>292</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of specimens</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Av. basic density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. basic density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

The estimation of the basic density is the largest source of error if decent equipment is used to measure the mass and volume. The large magnitude of the derived maximum error shows that the described method should not be utilized to estimate the MC of dried packages or even individual green packages. The method could however still be used to estimate the average green MC of a drying batch consisting of several wooden packages. Especially when a major pre-drying of the sapwood is present, the method can be a valuable indicator to the kiln operator when actions need to be taken to hit the designated final MC of the drying batch. Finally, because of the large variation in the basic density of butt-end specimens from pine we recommend that they should be omitted when deriving basic density estimators.
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Abstract. There is demand in the Swedish sawmill industry to improve the accuracy of moisture content measurements, both to obtain a better tool to run production and to ensure that the products meet customer expectations. In this study, 240 well-conditioned pieces of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris), sorted into five different groups by visual inspection, were measured using microwaves and X-rays. Models to predict moisture content of wood were made by measurements of an additional 45 pieces of wood. Using only measured quantities from the microwave system, ie attenuation and phase shift, the root mean square error (RMSE) of the estimated moisture content was 1.00%. By adding total density from the X-ray measurements, RMSE of the estimated moisture content was lowered to 0.89%. Mean errors of the different wood groups varied from –0.65 to 0.18%.

Keywords: Wood, inline, attenuation, phase shift, knots.

INTRODUCTION

Higher production rate and less time from the felling of trees in the forest to the final product, driven by economic and qualitative factors, have led to an increased demand during the last few decades for accurate and automated measuring devices. Because wood shows great variations in properties among individuals and even within the same individual (Dinwoodie 2000), this task has proven to be a challenge. Nevertheless, it is important to obtain as high a value as possible out of the wood to sort the wood to the best designated end product and to ensure that the quality demands of the end product are fulfilled. Moisture content is one quality factor that is important in the production chain and in the final use of the wood (Esping et al 2005). Industrial tests of commercial inline moisture content meters have shown low accuracy from individual readings (Esping 2003; Nilsson 2010). All methods for measuring moisture content have their pros and cons, and most of today’s meters only use one measuring technique (Vikberg 2010). Nilsson (2010) demonstrated that accuracy of moisture content measurements can be improved by taking the visual properties of wood into account. Because sawn wood is often sorted according to different qualities by visual methods using parameters such as number of knots, knot size, and wood defects, it would be straightforward to use this information together with the moisture content measurements.
Microwaves have been widely used to predict different wood parameters (Schlemm 2004; Schajer and Orhan 2006). A high microwave frequency gives high-resolution measurements, but one needs to be aware of the risk of the phase shift exceeding $2\pi$ (Hansson et al 2005). However, if wood density is known, it is likely that a model will be able to predict the number of multiples of $2\pi$ that the phase shift has expired. One way to achieve high-resolution density measurements of wood is by computer tomography (CT) (Lindgren 1992).

This study considers moisture content measurements taken with microwaves and combines these measurements with density measurements performed with a medical CT scanner. The tested material was manually sorted into five different groups based on its visual properties, and the potential for increased accuracy in moisture content measurements is discussed according to the results.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

The tested material consisted of 195 pieces of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) planed on four sides to dimensions of $44 \times 120 \times 920$ mm$^3$ (R, T, z). The pieces were chosen to represent different kinds of wood, and by visual inspection, they were divided into the following groups: normal, fine, knot, check, and defect. Each group was found in two different moisture content classes conditioned to approximately 13 and 16% MC. Characteristics of the different groups are as follows: the defect group contained large wood defects, such as top rupture and spike knots; the knot group contained considerably large sound knots; the check group contained checks that were easily discovered with the naked eye; the wood classified as fine had very few and small knots and most of the samples had a high amount of heartwood and an average dry density higher than the other groups; finally, the normal wood was chosen to represent the most common wood at a normal production site. From an end user’s viewpoint, the fine group would be suitable for window frames, the defect group would be suitable for packaging, and the other three groups would normally be used as construction lumber.

Typical magnitudes of some of the characteristic properties of the different groups were measured and are presented in Table 1.

All pieces were measured with Satimo microwave equipment (Satimo Microwave Vision Sweden, Allingsås, Sweden) using a frequency of 9.375 GHz (Johansson 2001). The measured quantities were attenuation and phase shift in two directions of polarization, corresponding to parallel and cross-grain. The influence of the dielectric properties of the wood on attenuation and phase shift of the microwave was described by Hansson et al (2005), whereas Schajer and Orhan (2005) described a method to measure these quantities. Wood density, $\rho_{0,u}$, where $u$ is moisture content of the pieces, was measured with a medical CT scanner (Siemens Somatom Emotion Duo; Siemens AB, Upplands Väsby, Sweden), as described by Lindgren (1992). During measurements with the microwave equipment, the short ends of the boards were placed on metal supports, giving rise to some disturbance.

### Table 1. Typical magnitudes of some characteristics of wood in the different groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>CL (mm)</th>
<th>CW (mm)</th>
<th>No. of KW</th>
<th>Max KD (mm)</th>
<th>FD (mm)</th>
<th>$\rho_{0,u}$ (kg/m$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knot</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

---

Figure 1. Three characteristic boards from the normal group.
of the measured values within the vicinity of the supports. Therefore, only data from the central 0.6 m of each board were used for further analysis. To give an idea of the visual appearance of board characteristics, three representative boards of each group are shown in Figs 1-5. Only the parts of the boards from which data were collected, i.e., the central 0.6 m, are shown.

Before the wood pieces were removed from the conditioning chambers, each piece was sealed with glue at the ends to prevent longitudinal drying. Additionally, all boards were wrapped in plastic together with other boards from the same moisture content class to prevent large moisture content changes.

As a calibration set, 45 pieces conditioned to three different moisture content classes of approximately 8, 13, and 16% were used. Characteristics of the wood used for calibration were the same as for the normal group. The calibration set was kept relatively small to correspond to an industrial calibration procedure. The moisture content, used as the reference, of each individual piece was achieved using the oven-dry method as stated in CEN (2002).

Measured data were analyzed by constructing a partial least square regression model using...
SIMCA (Eriksson et al 2006). Multivariate data analysis has already shown great potential and has been widely used in wood research (Danvind 2002; Lundgren and Hansson 2007). Two principal components were used in the model to span the space to describe significant relationships in the data. The 45 calibration boards were used for constructing the model, and prediction of moisture content for the remaining 195 pieces was analyzed. In the first model, the measured phase shift and attenuation in the two directions of polarization by means of microwaves was used; the second model also included mean density from CT measurements.

RESULTS

Results from the model predicting moisture content from the measured attenuation and phase shift in the two directions of polarization by means of microwaves are shown in Fig 6.

The calibration set in Fig 6 had a coefficient of determination (Montgomery et al 2004), \( R^2 \), of 0.92 and a root mean square error (RMSE) of 0.90%. The prediction set had an RMSE of 1.00% and, as can be seen in Fig 6, an \( R^2 \) of 0.68.

To obtain more accurate moisture content measurements, measured wood density, \( \rho_{u,u} \), from the CT was used together with the microwave measurements (Fig 7).

Linear regression of the calibration boards in Fig 7 had an \( R^2 \) value of 0.94 and an RMSE of 0.77%. The different slopes of the regression lines of the calibration and prediction set show that the calibration was not suitable for all pieces of wood. RMSE of the estimated moisture content was 0.89%.

To gain an idea of possible improvements in moisture content measurements by also using an optical device, mean error and RMSE are presented for the five different groups of wood (Table 2). As seen in Table 2, RMSE was the smallest for the most valuable wood, ie fine group.

![Figure 7. Predicted moisture content (MC) using a model based on measured microwave attenuation and phase shift with density from computer tomography measurements included. Stars represent calibration boards, and circles represent boards for which MC is predicted. The equation in the plot is a linear least square fit to the prediction set.](image)

Table 2. Mean error and root mean square error (RMSE) of moisture content measurements for the five different groups of wood.\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>( \bar{\gamma}_{\text{MW}} )</th>
<th>( \bar{\gamma}_{\text{MW};\text{CT}} )</th>
<th>( \text{RMSE}_{\text{MW}} )</th>
<th>( \text{RMSE}_{\text{MW};\text{CT}} )</th>
<th>( \text{RMSE}_{\text{CT}} )</th>
<th>( \text{RMSE}_{\text{MW};\text{CT}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knot</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defect</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All wood</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Values are shown when only microwave measurements were used and when they were combined with computer tomography (CT) measurements. The two last columns show RMSE after subtracting the mean error for each group, ie the best possible result if combining the measurements with a visual system.
DISCUSSION

RMSE was decreased by adding density measurements determined by CT scanning to the microwave measurements. Adding a third measurement technique would presumably further improve the results. Because the mean errors differ among the wood type groups, a visual system would also improve overall accuracy. If the measurements of a board were taken along the whole length of the board, one could filter out regions in which the signal is stable, which implies that no disturbances such as grain deviation or knots were present. In most cases, however, the boards are cross-fed through the final sorting stations in which the moisture content should be measured. In this case, connecting a visual system to the moisture content meter would be beneficial for detecting objects that are within the meter’s measuring range, thus affecting the measured amount.

In the prediction set, there were two points with considerably low reference moisture content. This result was strange because these boards were placed in the same climate chamber as the rest of the pieces in the 13% MC class. There may be some errors in the reference values for those two individuals; excluding them from the prediction set would, however, not produce a remarkable change in the accuracy of the prediction model.

In this study, board thickness was not used as a parameter in the model because the boards were planed to the same dimensions. This step should normally be done because measured microwave values are related to wood and water surface density (kg/m²), ie the thicker the board, the greater the attenuation and phase shift. A large attenuation caused by high-density wood, high moisture content, or thick boards limits the use of the described system. Generally, the limit is a moisture content of approximately 20% for a 50-mm-thick board with a dry density of 500 kg/m³. The vicinity of the board’s edges will also cause diffraction of the field, and measurements originating from those areas will be difficult to interpret correctly.

An industrial calibration procedure could be simplified if only one board dimension could be used together with preprogrammed correlations for other dimensions. This is concluded because there were problems with the calibration in this study, although only a single dimension with well-defined wood was used. Calibration procedures could also be simplified by using calibration dummies with well-defined dielectric properties.

In summary, this study shows that the accuracy of moisture content prediction was increased by combining microwave measurements with CT measurements. Mean error also differed among the wood type groups, showing the potential to further increase the measurement accuracy by adding a visual system.
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Abstract

Parameters like strength, moisture content, density and grain direction are important when sorting wood according to their individual properties. All those parameters can be correlated to microwave measurements of phase shift and attenuation. Measurements of phase shift and attenuation are, however, affected by the vicinity of a board edge. In this article a simulation of the measurement system is used to create a compensation function for the measurements taken close to edges as if those were taken where no effects of the board edge could be noticed. It is shown, by comparison with real measurements, that by doing this the deviation between the values measured close to the board edges and those measured in the middle of the board is decreased, meaning a higher accuracy can be achieved by using the compensating function.

© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Wood is a renewable material that can be used in a wide variation of products and applications. To get the highest possible value out of the wooden products it is important, prior to the use, to be able to characterise and sort the wood according to its specific properties. The earlier a correct classification can be done the better the remaining production chain can be adapted to the specified end product [1].

Of high importance in the wood production chain is the moisture content of the individual board. As wood is a hygroscopic material, its moisture content changes according to the surrounding climate. If the moisture content is not correctly determined after the drying process at the sawmill, there is a risk that problems will arise later when the board is in service [2]. An incorrect moisture content can result in mould growth [3], checks, twisting, shrinkage or swelling [4]. As a last step in the production chain at a sawmill, prior to the distribution to the customers, the boards are sent through a final sorting where the moisture content of each board can be measured. High energy prices and the fact that the drying capacity often is the limiting factor for the production at a mill, causes the drying process to be done in as short time as possible. If the conditioning phase in the drying is absent, or to short, the dried boards will retain a moisture gradient. This gradient will cause subsequent dimensional changes of the boards, especially those that are to be split to panels [5]. To be able to measure this moisture gradient as well as other wood parameters one would like to perform measurements close to the edges of the boards. As the boards usually are cross fed through the final sorting there is also a demand to collect data from the whole width of the board, giving a higher number of measurements to process and therefore a statistically more significant measurement result.

FEM-simulations have previously shown to be a good tool for simulating the interaction between wood and microwaves [6,7]. Simulations are also a powerful tool to use when one wants to develop a measuring device or...
understand the behaviour of an existing system. The ease of making changes in an accurate model is greater than when working with a physical system.

It is well known that diffraction of the electromagnetic field occurs close to edges of a material having a different dielectric constant than the surrounding medium [8]. Simulations are also a good way to acquire the basic understanding of fundamental principles that can be applied to complex materials such as wood, where the deviation between individuals is large. Hence, the hypothesis is that simulations of a system can be used to improve understanding of material behaviour when performing measurements close to an edge of a material. This allows the possibility to compensate the measurements to correspond better with the expected values as if those were gained from measurements of an infinite sample.

2. Materials and methods

The measurements were performed using a microwave system consisting of two horn antennas with a wooden sample placed in between. A principal sketch of the whole microwave system can be seen in Fig. 1, for a detailed description of the system used see Schajer and Orhan [9]. To localise the point of measurement, the system used a scattering dipole on which the sample under test was placed, see Fig. 2.

Verification of the linear behaviour of the system was done using four pieces of medium density fibreboards (MDF). Measurements were performed when stacking them on top of each other in different sequences and with different rotations of the fibreboards. This was done to make sure there was no anisotropy within any fibreboard as well as no difference between the different fibreboards.
In a similar way the linear behaviour of the model was verified by simulation of different thicknesses of a big slab with similar dielectric constant as the fibreboards. MDF was chosen since the dielectric constant is not dependent of the direction within the board, i.e. there should not be any anisotropy since the fibres are in random directions throughout the board.

Nine pieces of well-conditioned wood representing three different density classes with three different thicknesses in each class was used to check the edge effects. Each piece was measured in steps of 2 mm as it was moved over the sensor head. Transmission factors and the phase shifts were calculated in the principal direction of the wood. The principal direction used in the comparisons with the simulated data was from whom the higher transmission factor was achieved, i.e. perpendicular to the wood grain direction. The dielectric constants used in the simulations was taken by linear integration of tabulated values for the same principal direction, i.e. cross grain [11]. To be able to compare the simulated attenuation to the measured transmission factor, a linear regression was done to the measured and simulated values origin from the middle of the board. In this area no effects from the vicinity of the edges could be noticed.

Since the chosen wooden pieces were well conditioned and consisted of clear wood, the assumption was made that the measured transmission factor and phase shift would be uniform within the whole piece. The deviation between the measured result close to the board edge and the stable measurements in the centre parts of the board is therefore presented as an error in the measurements. Measured values are also compensated with the assumption that the measurement shows the same behaviour as the simulations, meaning a compensation of the measured values close to the board edges. All the simulations were performed in COMSOL 4.0a [12].

3. Result

Fig. 3 shows the measured and simulated transmission and phase shift near the edge of an example board.

![Fig. 3. Example of transmission factor and phase shift in the simulations and measurements for one piece of wood.](image)

Fig. 4 shows the deviation between the results measured directly and by using a compensation function. The results are compared to the average measured result from the “edge → centre of dipole” distances of 35–55 mm as the measurements where reasonably stable in this area, see Fig. 3. The compensated transmission values were determined by assuming that the simulations and measurements showed the same behaviour, i.e. if the simulations showed a difference between the stable centre values and the value at position 23 mm of 10%, the measured value at this position was changed according to this. The error was in this case calculated as the difference between the compensated value and the average measured value in the stable region.

Compensated phase shift was achieved by comparing the simulated phase shift at a particular position to the average simulated phase shift in the stable centre region and compensate the measured phase shift according to this, i.e. if the simulated phase shift at certain position was 10% higher than the simulated phase shift in the centre region the measured phase shift at this particular position was decreased by 10%.

![Fig. 4. Mean error for the nine measured pieces in percentage of transmission factor and in degrees for the phase shift.](image)

![Fig. 5. Standard deviation for the nine different wood pieces in the measurements and simulations.](image)
was subtracted with $10^4$ and this, correlated, phase shift was compared to the phase shift measured in the centre region of the board.

In Fig. 4 it can be seen that calibration through simulated values increases the accuracy for the transmission measurements close to the board edges, i.e. for position 19, 23 and 27 mm. The corresponding standard deviation is shown in Fig. 5.

It can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5 that effective compensation can be done to reduce the effects of diffraction on wood parameter measurements made in the vicinity of a board edge by using a correlation function determined by simulating the measurement system.

4. Discussion

Performing simulations of a measurement system can become a computationally demanding task. In order to get a reliable result the grid used for the calculations has to be sufficiently small. It is therefore important to consider whether the required solutions can be found by only simulating a small part of the system, as in this case only the edge of the wood. It is also important to point out that it is not straightforward to take the results of the measurement and simulations shown here and use in another measuring system since each system interacts differently with its surroundings. The process of simulating and investigating the effects on the electromagnetic field when performing measurements close to an edge can however be used to increase the practical measuring range of any device.

From a practical point of view, a volume is always being measured rather than a point. This makes comparisons between simulations and real data somewhat difficult and a source of error that is not taken into account in this work. With a setup as described here, the measured area approximately equals the dipole size [13]. A useful method to compare simulated and measured data and not have to struggle with this problem would be to match the achieved curves according to their shapes.

Measurements have shown significant variations in dielectric constants even within the same species, density, moisture content and temperature [11]. Instead of using measured transmission in wood to make it possible to compare simulated attenuation with measured transmission factor it would be sufficient to use different materials, not necessarily wood, with well-defined dielectric constants. It would also be sufficient if those materials spanned a larger space of dielectric constants. Due to the small number of pieces used in this investigation, the difference in the magnitude of the dielectric constant between the individual pieces is a significant source of uncertainty.

It is interesting to notice, that even if the number of tested samples are small and the actual dielectric constant is a matter of concern, the simulated results and the measurements show similar behaviour. Especially the shape of the phase shift values for different distances to the board edge shows a good agreement for the whole range of sample positions. Except for the uncertainty in the magnitude of the dielectric constant, the fact that the wooden samples were not completely isotropic could partly explain the deviation between the simulations and measurements.

Throughout the measurements it was difficult to prevent unwanted reflections from entering the receiving antenna. This problem could be reduced by having the antennas placed closer to each other. Shorter distance between the antennas will however imply that one is working in the near field of the antennas where the electromagnetic field is less well described [14].

5. Conclusion

It is shown that effective compensation can be done to reduce the effects of diffraction on wood parameter measurements made in the vicinity of a board edge. This is done by using a correlation function determined by simulating the measurement system. The major advantage is the opportunity to make a higher number of reliable measurements as well as a better chance to measure moisture gradients in the boards, i.e. wet cores.
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Abstract
In this work possible energy savings were investigated by introducing a new layout of a 2-zone progressive kiln. The layout consisted of installing a door between the first and second zone, thereby allowing the two zones to be run at different temperature levels -making internal heat recovery possible. An Optimized Two Stage continuous kiln is dimensioned for drying sideboard of Norway spruce (Picea abies L. Karst) with the aid of a commercial simulation program. Temperature levels of 75/55°C (dry bulb/wet bulb) were chosen at the pressure side of zone 1 and 45/25°C (dry bulb/wet bulb) at the pressure side of zone 2. The capacity of the heat exchanger was assumed to be sufficient to make the suggested design functional and no consideration was given to the increased air flow resistance the introduction of the heat exchanger would cause. The results indicated that roughly 30% of the heat is possible to recover in comparison to a traditional kiln. It was finally concluded that the influence of ingoing process parameters needs to be implemented in the kiln control system to fully utilize the kilns potential.

Keywords: Wood drying, Energy efficiency, Kiln design, Simulation tools, Kiln ventilation.

INTRODUCTION
The single largest consumer of heat at a sawmill is the drying process where the heat is used for heating the air in air circulating kilns. Since planks and boards with rectangular cross section are sawn out of logs the volume yield is quite low, normally around 50 % (Ikonen et al. 2003, Pinto et al. 2006). This leaves a great amount of residuals which is partly used as fuel in boilers to produce the heat demanded in the drying process. Due to an increased price on biofuels in the last decades the sawmills has become more keen on reducing their own consumption, -leaving a larger share to be sold to external customers and thereby increase the profit of the sawmill. To limit the waste of heat, it is important to keep the drying kilns in good condition in terms of limited air leakage and good insulation. As an additional act, it is often possible to decrease the amount of heat in the drying process by increasing the drying temperature and make sure to stop the drying when the target moisture content is reached. Since the value loss of poor drying quality is high, a drying simulation software is useful in this context (Hukka 1996, Salin 2001, Salin 2002, Salin and Wamming 2008). Finally, the used amount of heat can also be limited by installing a heat recovery system. The most common one is the air to air heat exchanger between the warm humid air that is vented out from the kiln and the cold dry air that is let in whereas other solutions is to use condensations panels, heat pumps, open absorption systems, running several kilns as clusters etc. (Johansson and Westerlund 2000, Chua et al. 2002, Elustondo and Oliveira 2006, Anderson and Westerlund 2014).

There exist mainly two types of drying kilns in the sawmill industry; the batch kiln and the progressive kiln. In the batch kiln the whole kiln is filled with green timber before the door is closed and the drying starts. The drying then proceeds until the whole batch is dried and the kiln can be unloaded and ready to be filled up with the next batch of green timber. In the progressive kiln the kiln is always full of timber in different stages of drying. The loading-unloading is done by loading one stack of green timber at the entry of the kiln and simultaneously take out one stack of dried timber at the exit end of the kiln. The three most common types of progressive kilns are the 1-zone progressive kiln, the 2-zone feed-back kiln and the Optimized Two stage Continuous, OTC-kiln (http://www.valutec.se/assets/documents/kanaltorkar/Progressive_kilns.pdf, http://www.muehlboeck.co.at/uploads/media/Kanaltrockner_EN_NEU2011.pdf).
Due to the continuous drying process in a progressive kiln as well as its higher annual drying capacity, a heat recovery system has shorter payback time for a progressive kiln than for a batch kiln (Esping 1982).

OBJECTIVE
In this work possible energy savings are investigated by introducing a new layout of a 2-zone progressive kiln. The layout consists of installing a door between the first and second zone, thereby allowing the two zones to be run at different temperature levels, making internal heat recovery possible.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
A new design of an OTC-kiln is suggested by adding a door between the two zones. By introducing the door the opportunity raises to run the two different zones at very different temperature levels. With one of the zones acting like a heat sink for the other, the amount of heat recovered in the total system can be increased considerably. A schematic sketch of the suggested system is shown in Fig. 1.

Due to the expense of constructing a kiln and run drying trials in full scale, the drying process was simulated using the commercial software Valusim. A drying schedule for drying Norway spruce (Picea abies L. Karst) sideboards from an initial moisture content of 110% to a final moisture content of 17.4% was created with parameters according to Table 1. The dimensioning of the kiln was chosen as to keep the possibility to run it without the door between the two zones.
With a possible kiln layout and temperature levels of the drying stated, a model determining the conditions of the air was developed by implementing the basic thermodynamic equations of humid air. An amount of air passing the timber without actively taking part in the drying was chosen to represent air going through bolster spaces and around the timber packages.

Throughout the work, it was assumed that a heat exchanger able to transfer the heat from zone 1 to zone 2 could be constructed. Also, no consideration was given to the additional pressure drop over the air circulating fans that would be caused by the introduction of a heat exchanger. The power consumption of fans running the ventilation was also excluded from the calculations.

**RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

The resulting temperatures, moisture content and heat demand of the drying simulation is summarized in Table 2. Although the heat demand of zone 1 became 1.5 MW, only 1.4 MW was available for zone 2. The difference is explained by the air passing the timber and not taking part in the drying.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Zone 1</th>
<th>Zone 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dry bulb temperature of the air entering the wood stack [°C]</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet bulb temperature of the air entering the wood stack [°C]</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circulating air [kg air/s]</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of trolley positions</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air leakage [% of kg air/s]</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air speed in sticker space [m/s]</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sticker thickness [mm]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board thickness (nominal) [mm]</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board average length [m]</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package height [m]</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package width [m]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package depth [m]</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of packages on each trolley</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolster thickness [mm]</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Species</td>
<td>Norway spruce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood basic density [kg/m³]</td>
<td>380</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drying time [h]</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial moisture content [%]</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ideally, the heat demand of zone 1, caused by the evaporation of water from the timber to the air will be possible to release in the condenser of zone 1. If this is not possible, some of the moist air also needs to be vented out causing the energy efficiency of the kiln to drop. If, on the other hand, the heat demand in zone 2 is higher than what is available from zone 1 some additional heat needs to be added to zone 2 which also will cause the energy efficiency of the kiln to drop. If no ventilation is installed in zone 1 and/or no additional heat sink is available, the ideal case would be to design the kiln with a slightly higher heat demand in zone 2. This design would give a high energy efficiency of the...
kiln and some safety margin to prevent the process from becoming unstable. It should also be kept in mind that the air circulating fans will add some heat in zone 2 which needs to be taken into account. In practice, some additional heat is also transferred between the two zones, as well as between the kiln and the surroundings when the loading/unloading takes place. The additional heat transfer due to air leakage when the doors are open is not taken into account whereas the heat transfer through the heating of the wood is taken into account in the drying model.

Since air at lower temperature can contain considerably less water vapour, the low temperature in zone 2 implies that a large amount of the circulating air needs to be vented out to keep the assigned drying climate. Of course, the drying air in zone 2 can also be dehumidified by means of other technical solutions but otherwise the functionality of the kiln will be limited by the outdoor climate. The amount of circulating air in zone 2 that needs to be vented as a function of outdoor climate is shown in Fig. 2.

![Ventilation demand as percentage of the circulating dry air of zone 2 at different outdoor temperatures and relative humidity.](image)

From Fig. 2, it can be seen that the high ventilation demand at the suggested drying temperatures of zone 2 will cause the working range of the kiln to be limited. If the outdoor temperature and relative humidity is high the door between the two zones needs to be opened and the kiln operated as a traditional OTC-kiln.

As the amount of ventilation also affects the amount of outdoor air that needs to be heated in zone 2, the heat demand of zone 2 also becomes a function of the outdoor climate, see Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. 
Heat demand of zone 2 as function of outdoor temperature and relative humidity.

From Fig. 3, it can be seen that the heat demand of zone 2 decreases approximately linear at low temperatures but as the maximum vapour content increases rapidly at higher temperatures, the heat demand becomes non-linear at higher temperatures. Since the available heat from zone 1 became 1.4 MW in our example and the fan power of zone 2 would add an additional power of approximately 0.1 MW, the suggested kiln design and drying parameters would not work when the heat demand of zone 2 is below 1.5 MW. The exact breakpoint when this happens can be moved slightly by dimensioning the kiln different or by changing some of the drying parameters that were reported in Table 1. As to enhance the working range of the kiln at high outdoor temperatures ventilation of zone 1 should be installed. By this, a part of the circulating air of zone 1 could be vented which would decrease the available heat for zone 2. Thereby, the critical minimum heat demand of zone 2 decreases and it would be possible to run the kiln at higher outdoor temperatures. Ventilation of zone 1 will however always decrease the recovered heat. The exact size of the recovered heat is hard to present due to our partly simplified system. Additional heat savings will also be a result from the fact that a condenser in zone 1 will results in a smaller amount of outdoor air than needs to be heated in zone 1 in comparison to when all the circulating air is dehumidified by ventilation. At an outdoor climate of 0°C and 80% RH where the heat demand of zone 2 is approximately what is available from zone 1, the total heat demand of the suggested system is roughly 1.6 MW. To run the kiln with the door open between the two zones the total heat demand of the kiln becomes roughly 2.2 MW. The total heat savings in our example thereby becomes roughly 30%. The small difference is explained by the fact that the drying in zone 2 becomes more energy efficient at higher temperatures.

As an additional heat recover, it would also be possible to install a traditional air to air heat exchanger for the ventilation air of zone 2. It should however be kept in mind that this heat exchanger would only be possible to use when the heat demand of zone 2 is sufficient high.

Also, either zone 1 or zone 2 can in principle be chosen to be the low temperature zone as long as the ventilation is placed in the low temperature zone. The wet bulb depression and air velocity in the low temperature zone should also be kept reasonable high to prevent mould growth (Esping 1987). The flow direction could also be the opposite of what is presented in Fig. 1, i.e. the kiln could be designed as a 2-zone feed-back kiln. The OTC-kiln layout was chosen since a high wet-bulb depression at the exit side of the kiln enhances the possibility to lower the moisture content of the last package in the kiln before the loading/unloading is done. With a small wet-bulb depression in the exit side of the kiln, hardly any drying will take place and delaying the loading/unloading of the kiln will mostly affect the packages early in the drying process.
To maintain a constant airspeed through the stacks, the electrical power consumption of the motors running the air circulating fans will increase by the introduction of the heat exchanger. If the price of heat generated by the air circulating fans (i.e. electric power) is higher than the price of heat generated by burning residuals, the profitability of the suggested system will decrease. Prior to construction of the suggested kiln, more research needs to be done regarding this matter.

CONCLUSION
Installation of ventilation or other additional ways to dehumidify the air of zone 1 is recommended if the presented kiln design and drying parameters are used. This is due to the fact that the heat demand of zone 2 is often lower than the available heat from zone 1. Furthermore, an installation of an air to air heat exchanger on the ventilation is not recommended since its operational time will be limited.

The suggested kiln design represents a great potential in terms of energy savings. Due to the direct interaction between the first and second zone, the behaviour of the kiln however becomes less intuitive. In contradiction to a traditional two zone continuous kiln, the outdoor climate also becomes an important factor for the kiln’s functionality. The influence of ingoing process parameters should therefore be implemented in the kiln control system. This implementation will be a prerequisite to be able to use the full potential of the suggested system.
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Abstract
This study reports experimental data of airflow distribution as a function of fan speed in an industrial batch kiln. Measurements were conducted with 20 hot-film anemometers distributed throughout the load at two occasions. The main result was that airflow distribution did not change significantly as the fan speed was reduced, and no positions where the air movement stopped were found. It was also found that relatively more air ran in the bolster spaces in comparison to the adjacent packages as the air ran through the load.
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Introduction
Over the last few decades, the sawmill industry in the Nordic countries has focused on making the production as flexible as possible to rapidly adapt to variations in timber supply and the market situation for the final products. The majority of boards are dried in air circulating batch kilns, and flexibility implies a kiln with the ability to dry boards with different dimensions and initial moisture contents (MCs) produced in the sawing process. The rate at which the hot air transfers heat to the wood and removes the evaporated water depends not only on the temperature and relative humidity of the air but also on the air velocity, to a lesser extent. It is well known from the literature that an increase in the air velocity increases the convective heat and mass transfer coefficients, especially when the flow turns from laminar to turbulent (Incropera et al. 2007). Increased air velocity also reduces the temperature drop across the load (Elustondo et al. 2009), thereby creating a more homogeneous drying climate throughout the load.

In a mature coniferous tree, heartwood is formed in the centre of the trunk. The heartwood dries out because it is not actively taking part in the water transport in the stem. Therefore the heartwood MC in a green tree is in the range of 30–50% whereas the MC in the sapwood is in the range of 100–200%. Green boards originate from the centre of a trunk consisting of both heartwood and sapwood; the centre yield, therefore, naturally contains less water than sideboards from the same trunk. Due to the larger amount of sapwood as well as the larger total wood area facing the air (i.e., normally thinner dimensions of a sideboard), the evaporation rate of a load of side boards is much higher than that from a corresponding load of centre yield boards. To keep the flexibility in the production process (discussed earlier), the heat, ventilation and fan capacity are dimensioned to be able to dry sideboards. This normally results in an ‘over dimensioning’ of the kiln in the cases where the load consists of centre-yield boards.

Although it is better from a drying point of view to have high air velocity, there is great potential for cost savings, originating from the price difference between electricity and heat from burning residuals if the air velocity can be decreased. The air velocity should therefore be kept as low as possible without risking increased downgrading from the drying process. A customary approach to estimate the effect of
air velocity on fan power consumption is to use the fans’ affinity laws (Owen 2012):

\[
\begin{align*}
Q & \propto N \\
\Delta p & \propto \rho N^2 \\
W & \propto \rho N^3
\end{align*}
\]

where \(Q\) is the volume of air moved per unit of time (m\(^3\)/s), \(N\) is the fan rotational speed (1/s), \(\Delta p\) is the total air pressure increase (both static and dynamic) through the fans (Pa), \(\rho\) is the air density (kg/m\(^3\)) and \(W\) is the total power consumed by the fan (W).

Equation 1 suggests that the volume of air moved per unit of time only depends on the fan’s rotation speed. This is a crude approximation because the fan efficiency is affected by the operating conditions (Bernier and Bourret 1999). To the best of our knowledge, the standard practice in the wood drying industry is however to measure air velocity at ambient temperature.

In addition, Equation 3 suggests that the electric power consumed by the fans increases proportionally to the third power of the air velocity. Assuming that the fans’ similarity laws are valid, reducing air velocity by 50% would reduce the power consumption by almost 90%. To reduce power consumption, some researchers have suggested reducing air velocity in the last stages of drying (Esping 1992, Salin 2001, Kudra 2004, Ananias et al. 2012). The rationale behind this suggestion is that the evaporation rate is mainly limited by the air heat and mass transfer in the first stage of drying. Therefore, reducing air velocity in the first stage of drying also increases drying time. In the last stages of drying, when the MC is below the fibre saturation point, the drying rate is mainly limited by the diffusive properties of the wood. Therefore, reducing air velocity in the last stages of drying may not significantly reduce drying rate (Esping 1992, Kudra 2004, Ananias et al. 2012). Some authors have also developed sophisticated mathematical models to prove the benefits of reducing air velocity in the last stages of drying (Perré et al. 2007, Perré 2010), as well as for implementing airflow reversal to compensate for the temperature drop across the load (Perré et al. 2012). It should also be mentioned that some authors have found that reducing air velocity is not always beneficial from a cost-saving perspective (Riley and Haslett 1996, Riley and Sargent 2010).

One potential problem with reducing air velocity is that it could also affect the uniformity of the airflow distribution through the load. Some people believe that reducing fan speed could lead to a less uniform airflow distribution and even create dead zones in which the airflow virtually stops. The importance of having a relatively uniform airflow distribution throughout the load is a well-accepted fact in the wood drying industry. This has been demonstrated in the literature through mathematical models (Nijdam and Keey 2000, Pougatch et al. 2003) and laboratory studies (Nijdam and Keey 1999), and a number of kiln design recommendations are available (Ledig et al. 2007). Probably, the most well-known recommendation is the rule of thumb for the plenum width (the distance in the flow direction between the load and the kiln walls). It has been proposed that the plenum width should be at least equal and preferably twice the sum of all of the gaps between the wood layers (Arnaud et al. 1991, Nijdam 1998, Nijdam and Keey 1999). These studies also concluded that the standard rectangular geometry of industrial kilns creates significant recirculation zones in the plenums (Nijdam and Keey 1999), thus resulting in a non-uniform air velocity profile from top to bottom of the kiln chamber.

To assess airflow distribution in industrial kilns, it is customary to measure air velocity at ambient temperature at the exit side of the lumber stack (Cabrera 2007, Steiner et al. 2011). This is used for mapping the air velocities coming out from the load in a plane perpendicular to the airflow direction, but it does not show the airflow distribution throughout the load. It is possible that the airflow distribution may change as the air flows through the load (Ledig and Militzer 1999), thus creating a risk of increased downgrading due to poor drying, when trying to reduce the air velocity in practice. Furthermore, many kilns in Sweden are used to dry boards with random lengths, thus introducing a random distortion in the airflow patterns. Consequently, the objective of this study was to implement and test a more comprehensive set-up to measure airflow distribution in industrial kilns as a function of fan rotational speed.

The method used in this study consisted of installing a number of airflow meters at selected positions within the wood packages so that the air velocity could be simultaneously measured at different locations in the load. The reported data are probably unique for kilns with a design similar to the one tested in this study, and provides a measure of how airflow distribution in an industrial kiln is affected when reducing the fan rotational speed.

**Materials and methods**

The study was performed in an industrial batch kiln operated by a local sawmill in Northern Sweden. The kiln accommodated 28 packages of wood arranged in 7 stacks. The size of each package was...
approximately 1.5 m long × 1.5 m high × 5.5 m wide. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the batch kiln loaded with seven columns of lumber packages. Each package contained 21 layers of 50 mm thick scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) separated by 21 mm thick stickers. The packages in one stack were separated with bolsters with a dimension of 95 × 95 mm². The total cross sectional area available for airflow through the load was approximately 11.4 m².

The kiln was equipped with three fans for circulating the air with a total maximum power of 66 kW. Each fan was controlled through variable frequency drives capable of arbitrarily reducing the rotation speed. The kiln ceiling space was 2.1 m and the plenum width was 2.0 m.

To measure the airflow distribution, a total of 20 hot-wire anemometers (EE575 from E+E Elektronik) were installed at selected positions inside the lumber load. According to the manufacturer, these anemometers provided a linear relationship between air velocity and voltage within a 0–20 m/s range. Unfortunately, the anemometers could not withstand the warm and humid climate that is required for drying wood; therefore, all measurements were conducted at room temperature with dried wood. A data logger was used to collect the readings of the 20 anemometers simultaneously every 1 s, and each average air velocity reported in this study represents the average of approximately 400 data points.

Two experimental designs were used to test the effect of fan speed on the airflow distribution, hereafter denoted as trial 1 and trial 2. Trial 1 was designed to compare airflow distribution between selected package columns at 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% fan speed, while experiment 2 was designed to compare airflow distribution between selected stack heights at 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80% and 90% fan speed. Figures 2 and 3 show the anemometer arrangements for trials 1 and 2, respectively, with the letters and numbers used to identify the packages included in the figures. Unfortunately, one of the gauges failed during trial 1 and is therefore excluded from Figure 2 and further analysis. Most of the anemometers used in trial 1 were placed in the middle of the 5.5 m wide load. In trial 2, the anemometer locations were alternated between the middle of the package (denoted Centre) and a location approximately 50 cm from the end of the packages, where only every second board was present (denoted End). The reason for selecting these two anemometer locations was that wood packages in Sweden typically contain boards of random lengths that are alternated to only reach one of the package ends. Figure 4 shows the stacking technique of a typical wood package in Sweden, where it can be observed how every second piece is arranged to reach one of the package ends. To prevent the entrance effect from affecting the measurements to a great extent, every anemometer was placed approximately 50 cm deep into the package (dimension denoted ‘Depth’ in Figure 4).

For each one of the achieved data-sets (i.e., data from trial 1 and trial 2, respectively), a hypothesis test was performed on the mean air velocity at each sensor placed in a ‘Centre’ position. The applied test assumed normally distributed data with equal variances – prerequisites that seemed reasonably fulfilled after plotting the
distributions and comparing their sample standard deviations. The null hypothesis that there was no difference in mean between the two distributions was examined with the test statistic:

$$t_0 = \frac{\bar{X}_1 - \bar{X}_2}{S_p \sqrt{\frac{1}{n_1} + \frac{1}{n_2}}}$$

where $t_0$ is the $t$-test score, $\bar{X}$ and $n$ are the mean value and number of observations from distribution 1 and 2, respectively, and $S_p$ is the pooled estimator of the joined variance. As a rejection criterion for the $t$-test, $\alpha = 0.05$ was used.

Because full-size measurements of the air velocity distribution at different fan speeds can be time-consuming, it is tempting to just make one measurement and then estimate the effect of reducing the fan speed. To get an idea of whether a single measurement is sufficient from an industrial point of view, Equation 1 was applied to estimate the mean air velocities at fan speed 70%, 50% and 30% of the four Centre placed gauges of stack 2, 4 and 6 in trial 1. To perform this examination, the mean air velocity at a fan speed 90% was assumed to be known from measurements.

**Results and discussion**

The large amount of data achieved from the two trials presented in this paper implies numerous ways to analyse and present the result. The mean air velocity and the corresponding standard deviation at each point of measurement for all tested fan frequencies are therefore presented in Tables I and II.

The result from hypothesis testing of differences in mean air velocity between each anemometer located at a Centre position and at each tested fan speed showed that the null hypothesis could be
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stack #</th>
<th>Fanspeed</th>
<th>Average air velocity and standard deviation (m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Row 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0 C (.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.1 C (.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5 E (.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5 C (.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.8 cd (.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.1 E (.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.9 C (.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.6 cd (.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.7 E (.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.4 C (.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.3 cd (.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.3 E (.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.8 C (.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1 cd (.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.9 E (.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.3 C (.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.8 cd (.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.5 E (.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.6 C (.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.2 cd (.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.9 E (.18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values enclosed by parenthesis are the corresponding standard deviations.
C, Centre of the package; E, End of the package; ab and cd, between packages.
rejected at the $\alpha = 0.05$ level in 453 cases out of the total number of combinations of 460. It should, however, be noticed that the data are not independent since:

- a high air velocity at time $t$ probably implies that a high air velocity is recorded at time $t + 1$ as well,
- a high air velocity at one gauge at time $t$ probably implies that a high air velocity is recorded at time $t + \tau$ for a gauge placed after the first one in the direction of the airflow.

Still, due to the result of the hypothesis testing, it was concluded that further investigation of the data-set was reasonable. The question of whether the airflow distribution changes as a function of fan speed was investigated in an intuitive way by plotting the mean air velocity for the gauges as a function of the fan speed. As seen in a typical figure of a velocity profile (Figure 5), the parallelism of the velocity profiles indicates that there was no dramatic change in the air velocity distribution as a function of fan speed.

When Equation 1 was applied to estimate the mean air velocity of each stack at fan speeds of 30%, 50% and 70%, the accuracy was remarkably good with a ratio between estimated and measured air velocities between 1.0 and 1.1. The result is summarized in Table III.

In Figure 6, an air velocity distribution is shown at a fan speed of 70%. Because the air velocity distribution did not remarkably change as a function of fan speed, as shown in Figure 5, the values are only presented for one fan speed. In agreement with the previous literature (Ledig et al. 2007), the air velocity at the entry side of the airflow tended to increase from the top to the bottom of the load. The global maximum and minimum were found in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fan speed</th>
<th>30%</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>70%</th>
<th>90%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stack #</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{v}_{\text{Centre}}$</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{v}_{\text{Max, Centre}}$</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{v}_{\text{Max,Centre}}$</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table also shows the estimated mean air velocities at fan speed 30%, 50% and 70% by Equation 1 in which the air velocity at 90% fan speed was assumed to be known by measurements. The bottom row shows the ratio between the estimated and measured air velocity.
first stacks; this is valuable information because those positions are quite easy to access when performing measurements with a hand-held meter. It was also found that the air velocity in the top package increases as the air goes through the load, and there is as well a tendency of diagonal airflow from the bottom to the top of the kiln. These behaviours are expected since the distribution of static pressure in the plenum spaces results in the largest pressure drop (in static pressure) between the bottom of the plenum space at the entry side of the load, and the top of the plenum space at the exit side (Ledig et al. 2007). Furthermore, it is interesting to observe that the bottom packages show the lowest air velocity in the middle of the kiln, i.e., stack 4. This behaviour was not fully understood, but because the results from the two trials were consistent, it seems reasonable to assume that the phenomenon is real and not a coincidence. The large differences in air velocity at different positions in the stack might be explained by the ratio between the ceiling height and the plenum width as well as the ratio between the plenum width and the total height of the sticker and bolster spaces. These ratios were 1.1 and 1.0, respectively whereas the design recommendation is to keep both of these ratios at least below 1.0 and preferably below 0.5 (Ledig et al. 2007).

Because it is common practice to reverse the flow direction several times during a drying run, it should be kept in mind that what is denoted as stack 1 in this work would in reality experience the reported air velocity that is presented here as the air velocity of stack 7.

The relative air velocity in the bolster space between packages b and c compared to the mean velocity of the same packages is shown in Figure 7. It is clear that the air velocity tends to even out with increasing fan speed, and there is more air run in the bolster spaces as the air flows through the load by comparing stacks 2, 4 and 6. The very low air velocity in stack 2 should be interpreted with care since the package 1b in trial 1 was slightly lower than the rest of the packages. This resulted in a different height of the bolster position between packages b and c in stack 1 compared to the other stacks and thereby the air velocity in the bolster space between packages b and c in stack 2 was lower than it would have been otherwise.

Figure 7. Relative air velocity in the bolster space between packages b and c compared to the average of the two gauges placed in the Centre of package b and c.

Conclusions
In this study, a relatively simple method was implemented and tested to measure airflow distribution in industrial kilns. The method consisted of installing a number of airflow meters at selected positions within the wood packages so that the air velocity is measured simultaneously at different locations throughout the load. The method was applied to a batch kiln operated by a local sawmill in northern Sweden for drying 50 mm thick pine with random lengths. In this study it was found that:

- The airflow distribution was not remarkably affected by the fan speed.
- The magnitude of the air velocity varied a lot between different positions in the load and measurements of the airflow distribution in a full-size kiln with dimensions that fulfil the design recommendations would be highly interesting. A more uniform airflow distribution would, most probably, result in a higher drying quality.
- The accuracy of the first fan similarity law was good enough, from an industrial point of view, to estimate the effect of reducing the fan speed on the air velocity. It also turned out to be better to carefully examine the airflow distribution at one fan speed and then to estimate the effect of changing the fan speed than to measure the airflow at fewer points but at several fan speeds.
- There was a tendency of a diagonal flow through the batch, going from the bottom to the top of the stack in the airflow direction.
The most extreme airflow variations in height position was found in the first stack in the flow direction.

No volumes were found in the batch where the airflow stopped completely, even at the lowest air velocity.

The airflow in the bolster spaces relative to the adjacent packages became larger as the fan speed was decreased although the largest difference was noticed between different stacks in the kiln.

It was possible to considerably reduce the fan energy consumption without affecting the performance of the kiln in terms of the uniformity of the airflow distribution. The critical challenge is to do so without affecting the drying quality and the MC distribution of the load. These matters have to be researched more thoroughly.
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